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INTHODUCTION

The study of Negro literature has generally suffered

neglect. With few exceptions, colleges and critics have not

realized that there is at hand a great body of American liter-

ature expressing in words the tragic experiences of the Negro

race. For Negro literature is American literature, woven of

the same warp and woof.

A survey of Negro novelists and their novels was the

principal purpose of this study. Vihlle the writer does not

believe it desirable to segregate the Negro novelist from the

rest of Amerioaa authors, yet It seemed that his literary

history was worth recording, partly beoause he arrived at his

present status only after a long, hard Journey. Accordingly,

the writer chose the subject and did extensive reading among

the Negro novels, both past and present. The result stands

embodied in the following study.

The market and reading public for Negro novelists have

been definitely limited. Much of the work has been overlooked

because it was published by small publishing houses and never

promoted. Then, too, there has been a tendency in the past to

consider such writing Inferior simply beoause it was written

by a Negro. The economic status of the Negro has made it

difficult, if not impossible, for him to earn a living by

writing alone.

Within the last few years, however, opportunities for

Negro novelists have definitely widened, a number of novel*



by Negro writers have made the best seller lists and a few

have been made Into movies. This Is particularly true of those

Negro novelists who have broken away from racial themes. The

cost striking example Is Willard Motley and his Knock on Any

Door , recently made into a movie starring Humphrey Dogart. The

moat successful financially is Prank Yerby, author of three novels

Including The Foxes of Harrow , filmed by Twentieth Century Fox.

Yerby gave up writing about Negroes because he wanted to make

money.

There have been some Negro writers whose identities were

never revealed. And there have been others, like Jean Toomer,

author of Cane , who were reluctant to identify themselves with

the Negro literati.1 (All Negro writers referred to in this

thesis have been identified by the Negro Year Book or The Crisis ,

organ for the national Association for the Advancement of Colored

Poople.)

Some Negro writers, like Zora Neale Hurston, have been more

Interested in telling a good story than In race problems. They

know how to write a book without using the theme of racial

tension which is so prevalent in novels by Negro writers. White,

Negro and mixed characters may be used.

A few Negro writers have joined a "hard boiled" sohool of

writing which has been deplored by Negro critics on the grounds

that It misrepresents the race. Writers of this school, like

Langston Hughes, The Big Sea , p. 242.



Richard Wright, portray the had Negro ae well as the good.

Some Negro novelists have been interested in picturing

Negro life for its own sake rather than for its problonw. The

late Claude KoKay, a former Ksnsas State College student and

an internationally known writer, wrote about a side of MSN
life which had hitherto been steeped in shadow. McKay crossed

over into those shunned borderlands where roustabouts, gin-

drinkers, pimps and happy idlers live on the outer fringe of

respectability. Because of what was considered a parading of

racial defects, McKay fell out of favor with his people for

as Langston Hughes remarked!

The Negro critics and many of the intellectuals
were very sensitive about their race in books. (And
still are.) In anything that white people are likely
to read, they wanted to put their best foot forward,
their politely polished and oultural foot — and only
that foot.1

On the whole, however, our Negro novelists have been grow-

ing in stature and numbers and are enjoying encouraging support

in American literary circles. But the road to this accomplish-

ment has not been easy. Pew realise that this literature has

been some two hundred years in the making and has been more a

creature of environment than that produced by any other group.

The Negro novel, at times, has fairly screamed with condemna-

tion, complaint, abuse, pride and prejudice. Yet these novels

only refleoted conditions of the times and the hopes, fears

1
Ibid., p. 266 f.



and dreams of the Negro people. Once, it seemed as If Negro

authors would never be able to write of phases of American

life except the problems of a segregated minority. Back in

1913, Dr. V, E. Burghardt DuBois, great Negro educator, wrotej

The time has not yet come for the great develop-
ment of American Negro literature. The economic stress
is too great and racial persecution too bitter to allow
the leisure and poise for which literature calls. On
the other hand, never has the world had a richer mass
of material than that which Negroes possess today and
are beooraing conscious of. Slowly, but surely, they
are developing artists of teohnlo who will be able to
use this material. The nation does not notice this
for everything touching on the Nogro is banned by
magazines and publishers, unless it takes the form
of caricature of bitter attack or is so thoroughly
Innocuous as to have no literary flavor.*

Some 13 years later In 1926, an Knglish professor,

Dr. John Herbert Kelson at the University of Kansas, took a

quick look into Negro literature and decided that the American

Negro writer had accomplished little and that the outlook for

Negro authorship was disappointing.2 (It is significant that

throughout his dissertation Dr. Nelson did not capitalize the

"N" in Negro.)

That the Negro press had earlier deplored the lack of

creative writers among Negroes is evidenced by an editorial

appearing in The Crisis

i

TI. E. Burghardt DuBois, The Negro in Literature and Art,
p. 237.

~""~ ————_____
o
John Herbert Nelson, The Negro Character in American



Here is a nation whose soul is still dumb, yet big
with feeling, song and story. What are we doing to
develop writers to express this wealth of emotion fitly?
Very little. Ke have among ten millions today one poet,
one novelist and two or three recognized writers of
articles and essays. That is all. Here is a tremendous
field for improvement .... .1

The Negro novelist has definitely improved since those

words were written. In recent navels by Hogro authors, a new

body of fiction has been added to an expanding American liter-

ature. While probably few of these books have that power and

distinction necessary to enter the list of permanent works of

art, they have created in narrative form a new and significant

phase of American life and they give a bright promise of greater

things to come. In the following pages, this new fiction and

its development will be discussed.

THEMES OF NEGRO FICTION

Inevitably, Negro writers have been concerned with thw

problems of their race: lynching, rioting, racial conflict,

"passing," the problems of near-whites or mulattoes, miscegen-

ation or inter-racial relations, the social structure within

the Negro race itself, dramatization of sex, folk life, plan-

tation life, the economic and social disorganization of the

Negro and Jim Crowlsn.

"Writers," The Crisis . 1»20, April, 1911.



The Negroes have written at length of the economic hard-

ships of their race, of the exploitation through peonage, share

cropping and the "nigger pound," of the exclusions from the

better Jobs and politics, of the cruelties of white children

in repulsing Negroes with hatred and the word "nigger" and all

the other practices by which the Negro Is "kept in his place."

They have been interested in the psychology which causes white

folks to take care of a "good nigger" and to break an "uppity"

one.

On the theme of prejudice, a Negro literary critic, Nick

Aaron Ford, has said!

There are three distinct types of prejudice
mentioned in these novels: (a) prejudice manifested
by one group of Negroes toward another (b) prejudice
manifested by Negroes toward whites and (c) prejudice
manifested by whites toward Negroes. It is maintained
that suoh attitudes not only prove harmful to those
against whom they are directed, but that they also
harm those who possess them by degrading their
character and destroying their better Judgment.
There Is no foundation for prejudice; if there were,
it would be an anomaly. Prejudice means pre-judgment
without sufficient evidence. One gleans from these
novels that such things as color, economic status,
and intelligence are taken as bases for pre judice.1

Negro novelists have shown their concern over the mixture

of their race with white blood. One of the most common charac-

ters in their fiction is that of a Negro child by a white

father. Their novels explain the emotion of rebellion in

which the Negroes regard these white men and they frequently

Nick Aaron Ford, The Contemporary Negro Novel , p. 24.



describe the relationship between the white man and the negro

woman. The relation of a white father to hia colored son,

which often culminates in a lynching, has been a caramon motif

in fiction.1

The color line and the "passing" of those who are white

enough not to be challenged have been favorite themes of Negro

writer*. On the phenomenom of passing, Walter White, secretary

of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,

explains in his book, A Man Called V.hlte ;

Many Negroes are Judged as whites. i:very year
approximately twelve thousand white-skinned Negroes
disappear — people whose absence cannot be explained
by death or emigration. Nearly every one of the
fourteen million discernible Negroes in the United
States knows at least one member of his race who is
"passing" — the magic word which means that some
Negroes can get by as whites, men and women who
have decided that they will be happier and more
successful if they flee from the proscription and
humiliation which the American color line imposes
on them. Often these emigrants achieve success in
business, the professions, the arts and sciences.
Many of them have married white people, lived happily
with them and produced families. Sometimes they tell
their husbands and wives of their Negro blood, some-
times not. Rho are they? Mostly people of no great
importance, but some of them prominent figures,
including a few members of congress, certain writers,
and several organizers of movements to "keep the
Negroes and other minorities In heir places." Some
of the most vehement public haters of Negroes are
themselves secretly Negroes.^

Sometimes the passing theme hos been treated with satire

and sometimes it is tragic. Two women Negro writers,

Harlan Hatcher, Creating the Modern American Novel.
pp. 140 ff

.

Salter White, A Man Called white, p. 3 f

.



Nella Larson and Jessie Fauaet, used the subject of passing

in their books. Thoy explored a world made up of beautiful

women who are not suspected of having Negro blood. In Passing .

Nella Lnrsen tells of the experiences of a woman who severs

tiea with colored people in order to enter the white group.

In Comedy : American Style . Jessie Fauset tells the story of a

ndar-white's determination to free herself from the handicap

of color. As a result of this "white" obsession, the woman

brings tragedy to herself and to her family.

STOCK CHARACTERS IN NEORO FICTIO*

From reading novels by fcegro authors* it appears that

the characters used fall into certain types, ihis is only

the writer's opinion, however, and others may challenge

these classifications, some of these characters were first

stereotyped by white authors. Later, Negro writers also

developed stereotypes which were similar to those of th»

white writers.

A popular character in fiction by both Negro and white

authors has been the tragic mulatto or one of mixed blood.

The mulatto is alwaya pictured as being superior to hia

darker brother and as having intelligence and attractiveness

because of his white ancestry. Few writers have bothered to

explain that when mulattoes do surpass, they do so because

of better opportunities and superior parentage and not because

of their white paternity. Speaking of the pride of mulattoes



In their white blood, Langaton Hughes said:

One of the things that amused me In V.ashington
was that with all of their convent lonal-mlndedness,
a number of the families In the best colored society
made proud boast of being direotly desoended from
the leading Southern white families, "on the colored
side" — which, of course, meant the illegitimate
side. One prominent Negro family tree went straight
back to George Washington and his various slave
mistresses.^

Another type to be found in Uegro novels is the middle

class Negro, who lives very much like white middle class

Americans. Jessie Fauset's novels portray this Negro who

"is not being pressed too hord by the furies of prejudice,

ignorance and economic Justice." Her novels are concerned

with the psychology, motivations and the lives of colored

people with intellectual Interests. Negroes In her books

are always clean and cultured end their moral standards are

as rigid as those of the whites.

Then, there is the "bad nigger" type which this writer

first noticed in the work of a white author, Thomas Dixon Jr.,

who wrote the Inflammatory novel, The Clansman . Dixon

attempted to portray his Negro as degenerate, inferior,

Irresponsible, bestial and the curse of the white race. The

"bod nigger" appears again, although in a different light,

in the novel of the Negro writer, Hiohard Wright. His un-

forgettable Bigger Thomas in Native Son is on example of the

stereotyped "bad nigger."

The writer noted the servile Uncle Tom type, the "white

man's Hegro," who bows to the so-called dominant race. This
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type was first portrayed In Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle

Tom's Cabin , but is to be found in the books of Negro authors

as well. The character of Mln in Ann Petry's The Street is

a perfeot example of the Uncle Tom Negro. The term, Uncle

Tom, is applied as an epithet of scorn by Negroes to those

who patiently endure suffering and hardship at the hands

of the whites and refuse to stand up for their rights.

The happy plantation Negro or Uncle Remus type was

first personified in the writing of Joel Chandler Karris,

but is to be found in the earlier writings of Negro authors

as well. In writing of this type, there is always the back-

ground of the plantation tradition — a stately mansion with

lovely ladles and gallant gentlemen. The attitude of the

whites toward the blackB is cordial and kingly. The loyal

relationship is stressed between the master and his servant.

Many of Paul Dunbar's short stories are written in the plan-

tation tradition.

Lastly, the writer noted the militant New Negro, who

refuses to bow and scrape to the white man, rebels against

race prejudice and demands his place in the sun. This type

is more common among writers of the "hard-boiled" school of

recent years. Chester B. Himes, a young Negro from Cleveland,

uses this type as the main character in his novel I£ He Hollers

Let Him Go . The portrayal of Harriett in Langston Hughes'

Not Y.lthout Lauphter represents the militant New Negro who

fights back against oppression.
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PERIODS OF KKGRO FICTION

Negro novels fall naturally Into several chronological

divisions. The first novel ever to be written by an American

Negro was published In 1853 and will be discussed later.

Previous to that time, there had been some Negro writers of

the slavery period — poets, historians, essayists on

freedom and pamphleteers. A few of these trail-blazers will

be considered in this discussion.

From the Civil War period to 1900, most of the Negro

writing was counter-propaganda against that of white authors

who tried to discredit the race. Novels were written in an

effort to get equal social treatment for the Negro before the

bar of Justice. Negro characters, presented in a conventional

manner, were Invariably teachers, olergymen, physicians, lawyers,

politicians or Journalists. At least one Negro writer, Paul

Dunbar, used white characters in most of his books because he

did not want to write about the faults of the Negro.

The next period of Negro novels was from the beginning of

the twentieth century to the 1920' s. At the turn of the century,

our first real Negro novelists, Gharles 17, Chesnutt, tsppeered

on the scene. After that, Negro writers began to write with

more realism and to paint a timer picture of the race. The

spirit that quickened the Negro writing was that of a changed

racialism, proud but not self-conscious, fiery but not vin-

dictive, and tempered in bitterness. The writing chanped

from being mere counter-propaganda to that of writing for Its



own sake. Novels of the period reflect the historical snd

social trends.

The period of the 1920 's was called the Negro Renascence

when Negro writers cane into full flower and Harlem became a

national vogue. White people flocked into Harlem in droves,

it became fashionable for white patrons to subsidize struggling

Negro artists, and the black ghetto became the intellectual

center of the colored world. Negro writers wrote to amuse

the war-weary world of the Roaring Twenties. In doing so,

they distorted or over-colored their material and wrote in

a sensational style for their American brothers of a lighter

complexion. A whole flock of Negro writers, both good and

bad, came on the scene.

The stock market oraah in 1929 marked the beginning of

the end of the Negro lienascence. VThen the depression struck,

the fad of patronizing Negro art died, White patrons withdrew

their support. Traditionally the last to be hired and the

first to be fired, the Negroes felt the depression more acutely

than any other group. Of the Negro writers of the lienascence,

only Arna Bontemps and Langston Hughes held on end survived.

(Incidentally, Langston Hughes is a former Kansan e:«i grew

up in Lawrenoe, Kansas.) With the depression years, there

came the social protest or proletarian novel urging a class-

less society. The Harlem vogue in Negro writing passed away

and the Negro turned from racial to class channels. It la

significant that from 1933 until the publication of V.'illard
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Savoy' a Allen Land In April of 1949, not a single novel by a

Negro writer was devoted to the subject of "passing." The

Negro writers turned from the exotic and sensational and

began to produce serious work and historical fiction.

Now, liepro writers in some cases are beginning to write

objectively of both whites and Negroes and are becoming

gradually emancipated from strictly racial subject matter.

The better Negro novels, published by established publishing

firms, are advertised without reference to race. Indeed the

reader could not tell from reading them whether the author

was Negro or white.

THE DEVELOPHEMT OP THE NEW NEGRO NOVH.IST

The Slavery Period

As early as the eighteenth century and even before the

Revolutionary V.'ar, the first voices of Negro authors were heard

in the United States. Today, there exists little written by

those early Negro writers which is not now out of print. The

literature produced by Negroes in the eighteenth century has

been all but buried In the past, but they left "a wind of

words fanning the bright flames of the spirit down the dark

lanes of time." 1

''Hughes, op . cit. , p. 310.
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Phllll3 CTieatley. The blaok poetess, Phlllis V.heatley,

was easily the pioneer of Negro writers, her first poena

appearing in 1773. The first Negro to achieve distinction

in American literature, she was born in Africa in Senegal in

1753 or 1754. Y/hen she was brought to America in 1761, she

was bought for Mrs. Susannah V.heatley, wife of a Boston tailor.

The bright mind of the child soon distinguished her from the

other slaves of the household and with the assistance of Mary

Wheatley, the daughter of the family, Phlllis learned to read.1

Gradually, the Negro girl came to be looked upon by

Mrs. V.heatley as a companion rather than a slave. Phlllis had

mastered some astronomy, geography, ancient history and had a

thorough knowledge of the Latin classics, all rare attainments

for an American woman of the period. She then turned her atten-

tion to the composition of verses using Pope's Homer as her model,

Phlllis was taken abroad by a member of the V.heatley

family, vhile abroad, she was under the special patronage of

the Countess of Huntingdon, to whom a poem on the death of

George Khltefield, the former chaplain of this lady, had intro-

duced her. She made many friends abroad and the lord mayor of

London presented her with a magnificent folio edition of

faradlse Lost , whioh is now in the library of Harvard college.2

While she was in England, arrangements were made for the

Carter Oodwln ffioodson. The Negro in Our History , p. 136.
2 —— ^—* —— ' '

Benjamin Brawley, A Short History of the American Neero.
p. 240.

—

'
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publication of her volume of verses, Poems on Various Subjects .

The illness and death of Mrs. V.heatley brought Phillis

back to America. With most of the V.heatley family gone, she

married a ne'er-do-well by the name of John Peters, worked as

a drudge in a cheap boarding house and became the mother of

three children. Two children died before her. The youngest

baby died with its mother December 5, 1784.

Of Phillis Wheatley's poetry, Benjamin Brawley has saldi

Phlllls Wheatley's collection, Poems on Various
Subjects , contains thirty-nine titles. Fourteen of
the thirty-eight original pieces are elegiac and not
at all remarkable for poetic merit; at least six others
may be classed as occasional; and two are mere para-
phrases of portions of the Bible. We are thus left
with sixteen poems which permit us to judge of the
ability of Phillis Ylheatley. Let us keep in mind the
fact that all these pieces were written by a girl not
yet twenty years old. The best poem is undoubtedly
On Imagination , lines suffused with genuine feeling.
Severnl othor poems are of interest for different
reasons. On Deinr

| rought fron ,' frlca to America
consists oT~elght childish But sincere Tinea. On
Virtue is the remarkable utterance of a pious, 'But
ratherless and motherless child. To s. V,. , A Young
African Pointer , on Seeing His ', orgs* was addressed
to Sclpio t,ioorhea"T7 a young iiegro, who had evidently
some talent for painting, and one of the pictures
(one infers from the poem) dealt with the story of
Damon and Pythias The heroic couplet swings
through all except two or three of the poems. The
diction 1b pseudo-classic. The earnestness of the
work, however, is one of its strong assets *

Although the thinkers of that day may not have been

particularly Impressed with Phillis Wheatley's actual contribu-

tion to literature, they had to concede that she had decidedly

demonstrated that Negroes had possibilities beyond that of

1
Ibid., pp. 239 ff.
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being the hewers of wood and drawers of water for another

race. Today, her poems are collectors' Items and there are

only a few rare editions of her collected verses extant.

Benjamin Banneker . A writer, inventor, political thinker,

astronomer and mathematician was Benjamin Banneker, a free

Negro born in Maryland on November 9, 1731. lie is best

remembered for his Almanacs which began to be issued in 1792.

Banneker's father had been an African prince, sold into

slavery and his mother was an indentured servant. However,

Banneker was born free. At that time, a Negro of thiB class

exercised most of the privileges accorded white men and

Banneker attended a local school. So thoroughly did he master

the books that he was soon able to point out errors and dis-

crepancies in them. He was interested in mathematics and

astronomy and in 1770 he constructed the first clock striking

the hours that was made in Amerioa. From 1792 to 1806, he

published annually an almanac adapted to the requirements of

Maryland and the neighboring states.

Forestalling v.'oodrow V.llson by some 125 years, Banneker

wrote in 1793 the very principles of International peace later

incorporated into the League of Nations. He pointed out that

while the federal constitution adopted in 1787 made provisions

for war, it suffered from the glaring defect of not doing at

least as much to promote and preserve perpetual peace. He made

some recommendations along this line, some of which were similar

to V.ilson's later Fourteen Point*.
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Bonnaker died October 9, 1806.1

Frederick Douglas*. Journalist, orator, diplomat,

abolitionist and one-time slave was Frederick Douglass, one of

the great figures in the history of the American Negro. His

reputation was national and many of his speeches are found

today in the standard books on oratory. He was born in 1817

and lived for 10 years as a slave upon a Maryland plantation.

Then, he was bought by a Baltimore shipbuilder. Escaping In

1838, he went disguised as a sailor to Mew Bedford, Mass.,

where he adopted the name Douglass. Ke- lived for several years

in New Bedford, being assisted by William Lloyd Garrison in

his efforts for an education.

In 1841 at an anti-slavery convention in Nantucket, he

exhibited such intelligence and showed himself the possessor

of such a remarkable voice that he was made the agent of the

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society. He then lectured extensive-

ly in Kngland and the United States after friends raised the

money to purchase his freedom.8

For a time, Douglass published a newspaper. The North Star ,

in Rochester, New York. He also established another paper, The

iicw National Kra , In Washington, D. C. In addition to articles

and short stories, Douglass wrote three bookst arration of

Frederick Douglass . My Bondage and My Freedom , and Life and Times

koodson, o£. clt., pp. 158 ff.
2Brawley, oj>. clt ., p. 108.
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of Frederick Douglass. A new edition of the latter was brought

out In 1941 by Pathway Press, New York.

Later In life, Douglass became recorder of deeds In the

District of Columbia find then minister to Haiti. At the time

of his death In 1895, he had won for himself a place of unique

distinction. Shirley Graham has written In story form his

biography, There '^as Once a .Slave (Julian .weasner. Hew York,

1947)

.

Other writers. In addition to those writers mentioned,

there were various others In this period before the Civil Tar.

There were black men like Ks-Sadi, who wrote the Epic of Sudan

or Tarlkh Ks-Soudan In Arabic, a history of the fall of the

great Negro African empire, the Songhay. There was the Negro

Olandan Equlano, known by his English name of Custavus Vassa,

whose autobiography of 350 pages was published In 1787. Paul

Cuffe, a New England Negro who transported and established 38

Negroes on the west coast of Africa In 1815, wrote an early

account of Sierra Loone. Lemuel Haynea, a Massachusetts Negro

who served in the Revolutionary War and later bocame a minister,

wrote a series of essays In 1815 on the New England theological

controversy. As the Abolitionist movement gained strength,

more Negro writers appeared. In 1841, the first Negro

magazine was published In America by the African Methodist

Episcopal Church. George Hogarth was the editor.*

^DuBois, 0£. Pit ., pp. 233 ff.
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Fran tho Civil War Period to 1900

The First Novel . In 1853, the first novel by an American

Negro was published in London. Written by William Wella Brown,

it was called Clotel, or the President's Daughter: A Narrative

of Slave Life in the United States and was based on the

allegedly true story of a mulatto daughter of Thomas Jefferson.

After 11 years, an American edition of the book appeared with

Jefferson's name deleted and some other revisions. A second

American edition with still further changes came out three

years later in 1867

.

William Wells Brown, the author of clotel , was born in

Lexington, Kentucky, in 1816. His mother was a slave and his

father a slaveholder, serving In the offioe of an Abolitionist

newspaper in St. Louis, Brown got his start in education. He

moved north where he took an active part in the work of the

Underground Railroad and later lectured in M England. He

visited England end Prance, studied medicine, busied himself

in advancing the cause of freedom and contributed regularly

to magazines in England and America. About 1855, Brown wrote

another novel, Hlrolda , or The Beautiful Octoroon , but this

book has not been found by modern scholars. Indeed, copies of

his first novel are quite rare today.

Capitalizing upon rumors concerning Thomas Jefferson'*

inter-racial affairs and mulatto children, Clotel presents

Tlugh M. Gloster, Negro Voices In American Fiction , p. 25 f

.



Currer, n colored woman of Richmond, as the President's dis-

carded mistress and the mother of his two talented children,

Clotel and Althesa. The body of the story recounts the un-

happy experiences of Currer and her daughters after the death

of their benevolent owner. In the final scene, Clotel escapes

from slavers and drematloally hurls herself Into the Potomac

River.

While Broro's book may not be polished writing and is

frankly anti-slavery fiction, it Is important in the study of

American literature since it represents the fli-st attempt of

a Kegro to write a full-lon^th novel.

The Second Novel . The second novel to be written by an

American Negro was a fragmentary Blake , or the Kuts of America,

written by Martin R. Delaney, which appeared serially In seven

installments In The Anglo-African Hagaslne In 1859. Two year*

previously, there had been a novel published In London by a

Frank J. Webb, but it has never been definitely established

that Webb was a Negro.* Blake originally contained some 88

chapters, but the other 81 mysteriously disappeared after the

first 7 installments were published.

Delaney (1812-1885) *as born In Charleston, Virginia.

A »an of great physical strength and mental energy, he was

proud of his blackness, tracing his lineage to African chief-

tains. His first teacher was a Yankee peddler. V.hen his

Ibid., p. 260.
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fatally slipped awuy to western Pennsylvania, Delaney was able

to go to school. He studied medicine at Harvard and dis-

tinguished himself in a cholera epidemic in Pittsburgh in

1804. Later, he served as a medical officer in the Civil War

and was commissioned a major at its close. He was an important

figure in South Carolina during the Reconstruction, serving in

the Freedmen's Bureau for three years and in several other

offices. In 1874, he was a candidate for lieutenant governor

of South Carolina.

Blake is the account of an educated West Indian slave who

runs away when hla wife is sold and who travels through the

border states as sn organizer of a general uprising to over-

throw slavery. Delaney hinself toured the sections of which

he wrote and planned the Underground Kailroad with John Brown.

Several times, he was threatened with being tarred and feathered.

Delaney had a plan to colonise his people in the Kiger Velley

in Africa and had hoped to publish Blake before he left. What

happened to the book is unknown since only the seven installments

were published. The fragment of the book which remains seems to

voice the restlveness and resentment of the black masses of the

feudal South.

The Third novel . The honor of writing the third novel in

American literary history of the Eegro belongs to lira. Frances

&llen Y.atklns Harper, a writer of Abolitionist verse. The

novel was Iola Leroy , or Shadows Uplifted and appeared in 1892,

eight years before the turn of the oentury. It has been
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considered a transitional novel since it was the first to

treat of the Reconstruction era.

r.'rs. Harper was born in Baltimore of free parents in

1825 and educated in the public schools of that city. Her

first poems were published in 1864 in celebration of the

Emancipation Proclamation. She died in Baltimore in 1911.

The novel, Iola Leroy, is a study of the color line and

suggests that near-whites should oast their lot with the

Negroes. The characters are well-mannered, educated Negroes,

treated with sentiment and idealism rather than with objectivity

and realism. Nevertheless, the book is historically significant.

Paul Laurence Dunbar . In the early nineties, there came

before the public a Negro who had the gift of interpreting the

lowly life of his people. He was Paul Laurence Dunbar, poet

and novelist, one of the most revered and respected men of

his race. His tomb in Dayton, Ohio, is today maintained as

a national shrine in his memory.

Dunbar was born June 27, 1872, in Dayton, Ohio, where he

was graduated from high school. He had no advanced formal

training and struggled to make his way uphill as best he

could. After working as an elevator boy for $4 a week, he was

given a Job at the Chicago world's Fair in 1893 by Frederick

Douglass. Gradually, Dunbar came Into notice as a reader of

his own verses. William Dean Howe lis wrote a review of his

poetry in Harper's Weekly and Dunbar was launched upon fame.

After writing magazine articles, poetry and novels while
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In a vain fight to keep his health, Dunbar died at the age of

33, but he "had existed millions of years."

His work falls into three divisions: the poems in classic

English, those in dialect and the stories and novels in prose.

It is for his verse in Southern dialect that he is best known.

Three of his four novels, the first of which came out in 1898,

deal with white characters and are highly idealistic. A new

edition of his short stories was published in 1938. CPiled

The Best Stories of Paul Laurence Dunbar , it has been edited

by Benjamin Brawley.

By his genius Paul Laurence Dunbar attracted the
attention of the great, the wise and the good. Hl»
bookcase contained many autographed copies of the work
of distinguished contemporaries. One of the most
beautiful pictures In the history of American letters
is that of v,iiiiam Dean Howells climbing on one
oocaslon to the top of a cheap apartment house in
New York to visit the poet when he was sick. The
similarity of the position of Dunbar in American
literature to that of Robert Burns in J.nglish has
frequently been pointed out. In our own time, he
most readily Invites comparison with James Vhitcomb
Riley. The writings of both men are distinguished
by infinite tenderness and pathos; and it is pleasant
to know that even before Dunbar published his first
book, alley, already successful, perceived his merit
and wrote him a word of cheer.

1

Dunbar's four novels were The Uncalled (1898), The Love

of Landry (1900) , The Fanatics (1901) , and The Sport of the

Gods (1902). The first three deal entirely with white charac-

ters. Hone of these novels have much literary merit and the

stories are quite ordinary. In writing of his own race,

Dunbar's work has more value. His short stories, some of

Crawley, Ibid., p. 248.
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which are written in dialect, are quite delightful reading.

But when he writes of white characters, it is obvious that he

is using his imagination in trying to pioture how white people,

like his fictional heroes and heroines, would live.

As said before, Dunbar is remembered for his poetry. A

complete edition of his poems was published by Dodd, Head and

Company, New York, in 1913. This edition includes the poems

from the books Lyrics of Lowly Life (1896) , Lyrics of the

Kearthslde (1899), Lyrlos of Love and Laughter (1903) and

Lyric 8 of Sunshine and Shadow ( 1905)

.

Dunbar's success as a literary man was due to his

originality. There had been those before him who had under-

taken to write verse in Negro dialect, but Dunbar was the first

to put into it much thought and to make of it a portraiture of

the feeling and work of the Negroes. His poetry showed deep

pathos and sympathy. He went into the Negro life, saw It as

it was and portrayed it with living characters.

Prom this period Just prior to the Civil War and until

1900, there were minor Negro writers who would have to be

considered in an exhaustive study of American literature. But

the few mentioned here were the more significant ones end

Dunbar had the most far-reaching Influence. For with Dunbar,

the Negro came up to the frontier of literary expression

across which he entered into the promised land of American

literature in the twentieth century.
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From 1900 to the Negro Renascence

During the period from 1900 to the twenties or the Negro

Renascence, liegro fiction was, with some exceptions, extremely

race-conscious. There were several factors which caused this

to cone about.

One of these was the publication of two novels by a white

author, Thomas Dixon Jr. These books were The Leopard's spots

(1902), which Dixon claimed as a historical outline of the

conditions from the enfranchisement of the Negro to his dis-

franchisement, and The Clansman (1905), purporting to be a

historical romance of the Ku Klux Klan. Dixon was the nephew

of Colonel Leroy HoAfee, one-time Grand Titan of the Invisible

Empire of the hooded order.

The Clansman was filmed by the late David W. Griffith as

an early-day movie called The Birth of a Nation . This movie

was considered by friends of the Negro as one of the most

inflamatory boxoffioe attractions in the history of the motion

picture industry.

Dixon' 8 fanaticism in this books can be exemplified by the

following excerpt from The Leopard's Spots ;

You are called to <*o down, man by man, alone,
naked and unarmed in the blackness of night and
fight with the powers of hell for your civilization....
The attempt is to be deliberately made to blot out
Anglo-Saxon society and substitute African barbarism.1

Dixon's incendiary novels did much to arouse public opinion

Thomas Dixon Jr., The Leopard's Spots , p. 96.
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against the Negro and encouraged the popular Idea of "keeping

the Negro in his place." Negro writers tried to answer this

propaganda with counter-propaganda In the character of their

fiction.

Another factor affecting Negro fiction waa u controversy

stirred up by Booker T. Washington over the future of the Kegro

race. Washington told his people: "Cast down your buckets

whore you are." In other words, the Negroes must work out

their own salvation in the South, '.'ashlngton advocated

Industrial education for the Negro and believed that Negroes

should not eeek to compete with the white race In professional

skills. Nor should they agitate for political equality. Said

Washington, "In all things that are purely social, we can be as

separate as the fingers, yet one as on the hand In all things

essential to mutual progress." 1

With the exception of a small minority, the Negroes

regarded this policy as a surrender to the oppressors who desired

to reduce the whole race to menial service and they began

mllitantly to attack •Washington. They branded him as a traitor

to his people although the South eventually reconstructed its

educational system for iicgroes and began to supply those schools

with facilities rocomnended by Washington. The South thus

gradually elevated to leadership many Negroes who, in standing

for Industrial education, largely increased the support of

Booker T. Washington, Selected Speeches , p. 34.
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'."ashington among his people.''

Against this policy, however, there were some tiegroea

who would not yield ground. The moat outspoken of these was a

Negro leader, Dr. VI. E. Burghardt Dubois, educated at Flsk

University, Harvard and Berlin, and a professor at Atlanta

University. He believed that the first efforts to aeoure

recognition for the Negro QU3t corae tlirough agitation for

higher education and political equulity. The controversy

culminated in the formation of the national Association for

the Advancement of colored People which has oontlnued to

oppose tho compromises ->f Viushington. Its official organ is

The Crisis , which first appeared in 1910 with Dr. Duliois as

editor.

The Washlngton-DuBols controversy affected liegro fiction

in that most writers indicated, either tlirough implication or

direct statement, a preference for the militant rather than the

conciliatory school of race leadership .^

Charles i. . Chesnutt . With tho publication of Charles W.

Chesnutt's book, 'ihe House aehlnd the Cedars in 1&00, a ..ogro

novelist of real stature appeared. Chesnutt was the first to

use the realistic method in writing of ltegroes rathor than

trying to gloss over their faults, ho overcame Use double

standard by which Uegro writers were appraised and used some of

Woodson, op. cit. , pp. 440 ff.
2 ""^ """—
Oloster, 0£. cit .. p. 09.



the themes popular today.

Chesnutt was born In Cleveland In 1856. He was a teacher

in North Carolina and principal of the State Normal school at

Payetteville for several years. In 1007, he was admitted to

the her In Cleveland and practiced there. Ine writer has

commented, "Ironically, Chesnutt was to spend his life as a

lawyer, only to be remembered primarily as a writer."1 He

wrote three novels, the action of all of which is laid in the

South, nnd two books of short stories.

The House Behind the Cedars presents a beautiful and

sensitive heroine, "ena '"aldor., who, although danced as

colored, is so white that her Negro identity is easily mistaken.

In her struggle* she has to contend with the low ambitions of

her mulatto mothor and take into account the position of a

brot^-or, who is "passing" successfully as a white lawyer.

She also has to fight the passions of a characterless mulatto,

who wishes to marry her, and a quick-tempered southern white

man, who determines to make her his mistress after he discovers

she is colored. She weakens before the hopelessness of her

struggle and dies, having recognized before her end that the

one person who lias been unselfish in his devotion is a sinple-

souled black man. Carl Van Veohten has celled this work "perhaps

the first authentic study on the subject of passing."2

Kenry Martha, "Pioneer With The Pen," The ftegro Digest ,

6:81, August, 1948.
sj

James VJeldon Johnson, The Autobiography of an Lx-Uoloured
Man . Introduction by Carl VanTTechten, p. vil.



Chesnutt's The Marrow of Tradition (1901) strikes deeper

Into the complications created by the color line and studies

the relationship existing between two sisters, one white and

one mulatto, and the consequences resulting from a crime

committed by a depraved young white man when he is disguised

as his own colored servant. The involved action culminates

in a race riot.

The Colonel's Dream (1905) is the most tragic and yet

perhaps the most realistic of Chesnutt's three novels. It

is the story of a dreamer's attempts at reform in a southern

town, whioh is crushed equally by a harsh economic system and

by an ever-seething racial hatred. Henry French, born and

reared in North Carolina and made a colonel in the Confederate

Army at the age of 19, has after years of hard struggle in

New York accumulated a large fortune. He has no ties in the

South, but something seems to be drawing him back to the

scene of his youth. Accompanied by his little motherless son,

he returns to his home town for what he tells himself is to be

no more than a vacation. But the aordidness of life there

convinces him that he has to do something with his remaining

years and with his money. He must stir the South out of its

slavishness to the traditions which are destroying it. In

the fight which he makes for reform, all the odds are against

him. In the end, there is nothing for him to do except admit

his defeat and feel a hopelessness and despair for his native

land.
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Chesnutt also wrote two books of short stories: The

Conjure voman (1899), a collection of seven folk tales| and

The wife of His Youth and other Stories of the color Line

(1899) which treats of color prejudice within the Negro

race Itself as well as lnter-racial problems.

Dr. ft. K. Burghardt DuBols , Dean of American Negroes and

elder statesman of his race is eifhty-one-year-old Dr. DuBols,

who has already been mentioned in this thesis. Dr. DuBols

has been an author, lecturer, editor world traveller -- in

fact, a complete discussion of his accomplishments would be

beyond the scope of this work. One writer has said, "The

name of DuBols has become a household word in thousands of

American homes during the twentieth century. It has stood

for brilliance of mind, for eloquence of expression, and for

noncompromlse of social philosophy."*

Dr. DuBols was born in 1368 at Oreat Barrington, Mass.,

and educated at Flsk, Harvard and the University of Berlin.

He holds bachelor's, master's and doctor's degrees from

Harvard In addition to degrees from the other colleges. Kith

this background, he taught in the South and the fcorth and

then took up his pen to produce numerous sociological studies,

technical works, essays, sketches, short stories and two

novels. His autobiography, Dusk of Dawn, was published in

1940.

His two novels were The quest of the Silver Fleece ( 1911)

Rebecca Chalmers Barton, Witnesses for Freedom , p. 175.
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and Dark Princess (1928). Only the first properly lielongs In

this period under discussion. The second belongs in the period

culled the Renascence, hut will be mentioned here.

The .juest of the Silver Fleece , probably influenced by

Frank Morris* trilogy on wheat, has three main themes: the

economic position of the Kogro agricultural laborer, the

subsidizing of certain Negro schools, and Negro life and

society in the city of Washington. The tense racial relations

in Toomsvllle, Alabama, the oenter of the cotton Industry are

portrayed. DuBois also satirises the black and white poli-

ticians in Washington and the Southern landowning aristocracy.

He discloses divergent Northern attitudes toward Negro education.

The book surpasses earlier Negro novels because of its

background of scholarly Investigation and because It fore-

shadows the social protest novels which were to came later.

Plot and character are subordinated to the effect of the

cotton industry on Negroes and poor whites alike in The Quest

of the Silver Fleece . Poor whites and Negroes are pitted

against each other in order to keep the white land barons in

power and the oaste system of the South is contrasted against

the practicality of the Yankee.

Of the problem which was to occupy Negro writers for the

next five decades, Dr. DuBois made this prophetic statement

back in 1902

i

I have seen a land right merry with the sun,
where children sing, and rolling hills lie like
passioned women wanton with harvest . And there in
the King's Highway sat and sits a figure volled and



bowed, by which the traveller's footsteps hasten
as they go. On the tainted all* broods fear. Three
centuries' thought has been the raising and unveil-
ing of that bowed human heart, and now behold a
century new for the duty and the deed. The problem
of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the
color-linel*

The second novel of Dr. DuBols, Dark Princess, was

published in 1928 during the period of the Negro Renascence

and concerns the possibility of international collaboration

of the darker races. The main character is a beautiful

princess from India, visiting in the United States. There is

an international congress called "The Great Council of Darker

Peoples," which debates whether black folk should be admitted

to membership. First novel of its kind to make a study of

the Negro among the darker races of the earth. Dark Princess

takes a cosmopolitan view of the situation. It also exposes

the Negro political machine in Chicago and the undercover

bargains with white political organizations.

Janes V.eldon Johnson. Born only a few years after

DuBols, Jumes Weldon Johnson resembles him in general achieve-

ment and stature. A college-trained man, professor, writer,

and United States consul to Venezuela and Nicaragua, he also

displayed intellectual caliber of the first rank. His first

literary distinction came with The Autobiography of an 1.x-

Colored Man , published in 1912. Mistakenly considered an

E. Burghardt DuBols, The Souls of Black Folk , p. 40.
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considered an autobiography, the book is really a novel that

leans heavily upon material that Johnson collected in his

career. It is the first of the "passing" novels and the first

treatment of the Black Bohemia of New York.

Johnson was born at Jacksonville, Florida, in 1871 and

was educated at Atlanta and Columbia Universities. In 1914,

he joined the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People at which he worked for 14 years. Later, he was

professor at Mew York University and at Flak University. He

was killed in an auto aooident on June 26, 1938.

Associated with his brother, he produced the stirring

song, "Lift every voice and sing," which has received popular

adoption as a national hymn for the Hegro race. He also did

some studies of Hegro culture and edited three anthologies on

Hegro poetry and spirituals.

The Autobiography of an Kx-Colourod Man , first published

anonymously, is the first novel by a ilegro which does not use

the South as a setting. It is also one of the first to admit

the dual personalities which some Hogroes assume -- one for

their own people and one for tho white man. This statement

is made:

The coloured man looked at everything through
the prism of his relationship to society as a coloured
man, and uioet of his mental efforts ran througn
the narrow channel bounded by his rights and wrongs.2

•'Sterling A. Brown, et. al.,eds.,The Siegro Caravan ,p.168.

2
James Keldon Johnson, The Autobiography of an i;x-

Coloured Man , p. 73.
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The hero of the book Is born of a white father and a

Negro raothor. Ke attends school in the South and works at

various Jobs, then goos to Now York where he mingle* with Harlem

cabaret society. After working *.n a musician and touring Europe,

he eventually passes the color line and joins the white race

with his deoision prompted by a Georgia lynching. Within a

few years, he attains security and marries a white woman who

bears him two children before she dios.

In a reminiscence on hla passing, the hero says:

My love for my children makes me glad that I am
what I am, and keeps me from desiring to be otherwise;
and yet, when I sometimes open a little box in which I

still keep my fast yellowing manuscripts, the only
tangible remnants of a vanished dream, a dead ambition,
a sacrificed talent, I cannot repress the thought that,
after all, I have chosen the lesser part, that I have
sold my birthright for a mess of pottage.1

A new edition of the novel with an introduction by Carl

Van Veohten was issued by Alfred A. Knopf, New York, in 1927.

Minor Novelists of the Period . Only a few novels were

published by other Negro writers during the first two decades

of the century. Probably the most outstanding among the minor

writers was Sutton K. Griggs, who was and still is virtually

unknown to white readers. Griggs was industrious enough to

establish his own publishing company (The Orion Publishing

Company of Nashville, Tenn.) and promote the sale of his books

among the Negroes. His five novels were written mostly in

answer to the propaganda of Thomas Dixon, the white author.

^Tbld ., p. 207.
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Beautiful heroines, "the vory essonoe of loveliness," and

noble heroes, "obonylike Apolloa," aro models of decorum.

Long dissertations an the race problem and melodramatic treat-

ment of violence to the Negro make the books koto like tracts

than novels.

The five novels written by Orlggs wore The Hindered Hand

(1905), Imperlura In Imparl

o

(1399), Overshadowed (1901), The

Unfettered (1902) and Pointing the Way (1903).

Another minor writers of the puriod was Joseph S. Cotter

who left school in Kentucky when in the third grade to work

as a ragpicker, tobacco steamer, brickyard hand, whiskey

distiller, teamster and prize fighter. Later, the self-educated

Cot tor became a schoolteacher and was eventually elected by the

Louisville Board of Education to serve as principal of the

local school. Ho wrote soae poetry in the Dunbar tradition and

also a book called aegro Tales (1912) . This last is really a

series of atorios with the tragic mulatto as the central figure.

(How eighty-nino-yoar-old Cotter is still turning out non-fiction.)

Among othor novels of the period -aere Kedder Blood (1915)

by William U. Ashby and Lillian Simmons or the Conflict of

Sections (1915) by Otis Shackelford. Kedder 31ood emphasises

the pitfalls of passing and atressos that the.ee are no social

or legal restrictions strong enough to keep lovers apart.

Lillian Simmons treats of inter-racial strifo caused by the

Negro migration to the North. It offers the philosophy that

the Negro must study to please and sympathise with the white

race.
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The Hegro Renascence

The post-war period beginning in 1919 and continuing

until the big stock raarket crash in 1929 is known as the Negro

Renascence in Hegro history. During this period, the Hegro

affected all the arts. He made a dramatio rise in the writing

of novels, a movement that has been long awaited. Writing of

the period was sensational, a style that was known as the

"Karlem vogue" for Harlem became the intellectual capital of

the Negro world. During those "whoopee" years, the Cotton

Club in Harlem became one of the most famous night clubs in

the world. National attention was directed upon the black

ghetto and colored authors were drawn to New York by the

hundreds. The two major Negro magazines in New York featured

the work of Renascence writers and white patrons encouraged

literary effort by prises and awards.

There were several foroeB which brought about the Negro

Renascence and affected the writing of the period. The initial

factor was World War I and the resultant migration of Negroes

from the South to Northern industrial centers. The second

factor was the Garvey Bock-to-Afrlca movement and the third

was a novel, Nlgprer Heaven, written by a white author, Carl

Van Vechten. This last work is said to have afieoted the

writing of Negro fictionlsts more than any other book in the

history of American literature.

World War I disrupted the apparent tranquility of the

Negro race. Although the National Association for the
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Advancement of colored People was gaining ground, the Negro

before the war had been more or less satisfied Just to live.

For the most part, he accepted his status In American life

without too much complaint. But with the war, he caught a

vision of a new order. The watchword for the nation was

"Democracy." Ke knew democracy meant equal opportunity for

all. When the Kegro soldier went overseas, he thought the

old order had passed.

In Iiot Without Laughter , Langaton Hughes saldt

During Sandy's second year at high aohool,
Tempy was busy sewing for the local Red Cross and
organising Liberty Bond clubs among the colored
population of Stanton. She earnestly bellevod
bhat the world would really become safe for
democracy, even in America whon the war ended,
and that colored folks would no longer be snubbed
In private and discriminated against in public.^

iffhen the war was brought to a close, white Americans

attempted to thrust the black brother back into the same mould

from which he had recently emerged. The effort was fruitless

for he had grown so much during those years that he could not

fit himself into the mould again without pain and discomfort.

Consequently, there developed a bitter aftermath. Race riot a

flared in different sections of the country, accompanied by

Intense hatred of one race for the other. Negro periodicals

spread the gospel of resistance, ministers encouraged their

1
Langaton Hughes, Hot Without Lnu;jr.ter

.

p. 274.
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members to cultivate race pride and teachers tnurht Negro

history to their children.*

Attracted by the promise of better social and economic

advantages, Negroes swarmed from the South to the Northern

industrial centers during the World V'ar I period. The mass

movement was nccompnniod by a decided Increase in race tension

and a rapid spread in policies of segregation. Southerners

tried to hold back the tide, but it continued even though

Negroes were crowded Into congested sections of the Northern

cities and there were raco riots. In spite of the disadvantages,

however, Negroes did gain by getting a better education nnd

wider cultural opportunities.

Another factor affecting the Negro Renascence was the

"Back-to-Africa" movement In the early twenties, headed by

Karcus Oarvey, a Negro from Jamaica. The organ of the move-

ment was The Negro '.'.'orld . Oarvey' 8 purpose was to establish

a black republic In Africa, but the movement collapsed because

of financial mismnnngemont . One historian oalled the scheme

"Insanely Utopian." 2 Another has termed It "the most thorough

and consistent nationalistic philosophy that the Negroes ever

have had."" At any rate, it appears that Oarvey attracted a

large personal following and exerted an Influence on the

Ford, 0£. clt ., pp. 17 ff.
2
Woodson, op. clt ., p. 554.

3
Mori R. Eppse, The Negro , roc, in Ar.erlcan History , p. 358.



Renascence because he personnlfled the Negro's dissatisfaction

with his way of life.

As mentioned before, another Influence upon the Negro

Renascence was the appearance of the white Carl Van Vechten's

novel, Nigger Heaven . Never wore the Negroes so outraged and

never was such a furor raised as when this book oame on the

market. Yet much as Negroes condemned the novel, some Negro

writers set out to copy its sensational style ~ a style that

became known as the "Van Vechten vogue."

Longston Hughes has commented on the fury aroused by

Nigger Heaven ;

The strange inability on the part of many of
the Negro critics to understand irony or satire.....
partially explains the phenomenon of that violent
outburst of rage that stirred the Negro press for
months after the appearance of Carl Van Vechten's
Nlgper Heaven.

The use of the word nigger in the title explains
the rest of It. The word n gger to colored people
of high and low degree is livce a red rag to a bull.....
Negroes do not like It in any book or play whatsoever,
be the book or play ever so sympathetic In its treat-
ment of the basic problems of the race. ....So, when
the novel Nigger Heaven came out, Negroes did not
read it to get mat* Tney got mad as soon as they
heard of it.*

All across America, Negroes held meetings to denounce

Nigger Heaven . At one mass meeting in the Harlem Public

Library, the crowd saw a large white-haired old gentleman in

the back they thought was Carl Van Vechten. They turned on him

Langston Hughes, The Dig Sea , p. 268 f

.
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in such fury that the startled old gentleman arose and said,

"Why, I'm not Carl Van Veohten!" 1

Van Veohten was surprised and distressed at the atorm

of disapproval his novel had aroused. Ke defended his subject

natter on the ground* that all of this exotic material con-

cerning Negro culture was available. Why not use ltf Ho

pointed out that If Negro authors did not make use of the

material, then white authors would.2

The title of the book is an ironical one. By the title,

Van Veohten referred to the term used in many cities to desig-

nate the upper gallery of a theater where Negroes may sit ~
the "nigger heaven." To Van Veohten, Harlem was like that top

gallery ~ o plaoe for Negroes to stage their own show and yet

watch the passing parade of whites. One of the characters in

the book complains:

Nigger Heaven that's what Harlem is. Y/a
sit in our places In the gallery of this New York
theater and watch the white world sitting below in
the pood seats of the orchestra. Occasionally, they
turn their faces up toward us, their hard cruel faces,
to laugh and sneer, but they never beckon. It never
seems to occur to them that Nigger Heaven is crowded,
that there isn't any other seat, that something has
to be done. It doesn't seem to occur to them either
that we sit above them, that we can drop things on
them and crush them, that we uan swoop down from
this Nigger Heaven and take their seats. No, they
have no fear of that! Harlem! The Mecca of the New
Negro!5

Ibid., p. 270.

Carl Van Veohten, "The Negro in Artj How Shall He Be
Portrayedt" The Crisis , 31:219, January, 1826.

8Carl Van Vechten, Nigger Heaven , p. 282.
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The story la devoted to events In the lives of thraa

people: a young Negro novelist, who must faoe the discrimina-

tions of the white editorial offices, and two young Negro women,

Mary Love and Olive Hamilton, who oooupy an apartment together.

Neither of the girls earned very much money, but they managed

to see some good plays and musical shows, usually sitting In

the balcony to save expense, although "olive was light enough

and Mary's features were sufficiently Latin so that they were

not rudely received when they asked at the box office for

places in the orchestra."*

Mary cherished an almost fanatic faith in her race, a

love for her people In themselves and a fervent belief In their

possibilities. She felt at times that they were all savages

and recalled something she had heard about "Negroes never

premeditate murder. Their murders are committed under the

reign of passion.... .there had never been a Negro poisoner."

Regardless of how well Van Veohten might have known his

subject matter (and he had lived and associated with the Negroes

for years before writing his book) , the Negroes would have no

ore of him. He became the goat of the Negro Re&aaoenoe.

Critics prooeded to light on him and he was accused of ruining,

distorting, polluting and corrupting every Negro writer fro»

then on, who was ever known to have shaken hands with him or

to hava used the word "nigger" in his writings.2

1Ibld., p. 20.
2Langston Hughes, The Big Sea , p. 271.



And so the stage was aet for the Negro Renascence, a

stage through nhich American Negro literature passed on its

way to the ultimate goal. A few of the outstanding writers

of the period are discussed here.

Claude McKay (1889-1948) A former student in agriculture

at Kansas State College was Claude McKay, Negro poet, novelist,

short story writer, world traveler and a colorful and con-

troversial figure in the literary world.

He was born in Jonalca in the British T:est Indies and

waB taught by his free-thinking brother, the schoolmaster of

his home town. When he was 17, he won a Jamaica Government

trade scholarship, but after a short apprenticeship to a

cabinet maker, he Joined the island constabulary. In 1911,

he published a book of poems, Songs of Jamaica , and then

came to the United States to study. He first went to Tuskegee

where he remained for several months.

In 1912, McKay came to Kansas State College and enrolled

in agriculture. He remained in Manhattan two years. Then,

inheriting a legacy of a few thousand dollars, McKay dropped

out of college and went to New York. After his money was gone,

he went to work at anything he could find to do. liost of the

time, he worked as a dining car waiter on the Pennsylvania

Railroad and wrote in his spare time. The late Frank Harris,

editor of Pearson's Kagaglne. took an interest in McKay and

helped him to market his work. McKay also became acquainted

with Max and Crystal Eastman of The Liberator and waa



associate editor of that magazine for a time.

In 1921, McKay rent abroad and lived in Europe for many

years. He visited with George Bernard Shaw, Sylvia Pankhurat,

Isadora Duncan and many other world-known notables. In turn,

he lived in Russia, Berlin, Paris, Marseilles and North Afrloa

with brief visits back to Hew York. Late in 1948, he died in

Chicago where he was toachlng in a Catholic school.

McKay wrote three novels I Home to Harlem, which has its

setting in Harlem; Banjo , a story of Marseilles; and Banana

Bottom, a novel of Jamaica. He also wrote Glngertown . a

collection of twelve short storie3 about Harleaj A Long Way

from Kntae , his autobiography; Harlem ; Nfcgro Metropolis , a

work of non-fiction; And three volumes of poems — Songs of

Jamaica , Spring in IIev. i'ticpshlre and Harlem Shadows .

McKay wag author of a racial sonnet, If Ye Must Die ,*

which promises to go down in litersry history. It has been

used in various anthologies of world literature and has been

adopted by the Negro people as representing the spirit of the

Hew Negro.

The novel by McKay which the Negro critics condemned most

and which made him virtually an expatriate from his own people

was Hone to Harlem. With this book, McKay was accused of aping

Carl Van Veohten although McKay pointed out that he finished

Claude focKay, "If v,e Must Die," Harlem Shadows , p. 53.



Home to Karlem before ho ever road Von Vechten's book.

To the criticism that he wrote only of the "low-down" Kegro,

McKay aaid slnply, "I created my Negro characters without

sandpaper and varnish."2

Home to Harlem Is a story of night life In Harlem In the

days after Yiorld War I. A young Negro, Jake, found that hia

day dreams of going over the top In the war were to end In

toting lumber In Brest, so he takes "Pronoh leave" and stokes

his way back to Harlem. In a Harlem cabaret, he finds Felice,

loves her and loses her the next day.

Jake then works and loafs at various Jobs and the reader

follows him through night clubs, pool rooms, gambling dives

and prostitution houses. One soes, through Jake's eyes, the

passing parade of Harlem's underworld — streetwalkers, show

girls, alcoholics, "sweet men," scabs, loafers and loan sharks.

The reader meets "Gin-head Susy," who belongs to the ancient

aristocracy of black cook3 whose art la cream tomato soup,

ragout of chicken giblets, Southern fried chicken, candled

sweet potatoes and rum-flavored fruit salad waiting in the

icebox. There is much dancing, singing, fighting, drinking and

loving in these pages. The life thus pictured by McKay Is

a whole unto itself. Out of a number of detached incidents,

a world arose, existing completely to give breath to his

Claude JioKay, A Long Way from Home , p. £82 f

.

2
Ibid., p. 228.
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characters.

Jake in Home to Harlem end Banjo, hero of the novel of

that name, ape elemental beings. They live ninply for the Joy

of living, never pressed by duty or conscience or mindful of

the stringencies of civilized law. The Negro "problem," as

such, does not touch them. They are too busy living with

gusto to bother about it. It Is nay, the trained, thinking

mind, presented in both novels, who worries about it.

Could he not see what Anglo-Saxon standards
were doing to some of the world's most interesting
peoples? Lduoated negroes ashamed of their race's
love of color, wrapping themselves up in respectable
gray, ashamed of Congo-sounding laughter, ashamed of
their complexion. ashamed of their Btrong
nppetltes.1

Ray Is the link between the eduoatod Negro, who has

clamped the hood of Anglo-Saxon education and conventions over

his nature, and the uncultured and uninhibited Negro. Ray has

resisted the pattern of the white man's domination sufficiently

to realize and to be proud of his linking with the more despised

members of his racer

He loved their natural jrusto for living down
the past and lifting their kinky heads out of the
hot suffocating ashes, the shadow, the terror of
real sorrow to go on gaily grinning In the present....
No Victorlfin-lor.^ period of featured grief and
luxuriant mourning, no mechanical-pale graveside
face, but a luxuriant living up from It, like the
great Jungles growing perennially beautiful and
green in the yellow blaze of the sun over the long
life-breaking tragedy of Afrioa.2

1
Claude McKay, Banjo , p. 164.

g
Ibld , pp. 321 ff.
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The world lost a brilliant mind when It lost l'.oKay.

One writer lias said, "ills fingerprints can never bo duplicated."1

But the Negro people never entirely lorgave him for vihat was

considered a betrayal of his race. When he died last year,

the Negro press either ignored or gave scant space to the

news of his death. Frank Marshall Davis, Kggto poet, journalist

and former Kansas state student now in Hawaii, wrote in January

of 1949 to Professor Robert Conover of Kansas State Colleges

"McKay was out of favor with Negro writers, both loft and

right, who looked upon him as an opportunist."

Walter t « t.hlte . Novelist, sociologist, educator and

secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People is loiter VZhlte whose life-long work for his

people haw earned him high reBpoot in this country and abroad.

It la only through V.hite's aea insistence on his Negro

blood (estimated at about one-sixty-fourth) that anyone would

take him for a Negro, ho has fair skin, blue eyes and blond

hair. The V.hite stories of "passing white" ore many and

delightful. In his work as an investigator of lynchings and

race riots. White found this ability to "pass" of great help

in getting information, he tells many of those incidents in

bis autobiography, « Uan C >llod t/hite . Claude McKay said,

"whenever I aa in Walter v.hite's company, my eyes compose him

and my emotions respond exactly aa thoy do in the case of

any friendly so-called 'white' man."2

'•Rebeooa Chalmers Barton, Witnesses for Freedom , p. 146.
2Claude McKay, A Long Way from Kotae . p. Ill,
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Whits was born in Atlanta, Georgit, in 1893, tha son of

on Atlanta posttnan. Be was educated at Atlanta University and

the College of the City of Mow York, (a.11 of the seven White

children went through oollege.) Ilia first novel was The Fly

in the Flint (1924), the story of a Hegro professional man.

He received the Guggenheim award for his second novel Flight

(1923), and then spent a year in France working on a 8tu3y of

lynching and lynch psychology. The results of this study were

published in aope and £a£goti A Biography of Judge i^ynch (1929)

.

He has also written A Rising Wind (1946), a report on the Megro

soldier in World War II.

In The i-'ii'e in tho Flint , young Kenneth Harper, a iiegro

physician educated abroad, returns to his hone torn in Georgia

to practice. Kenneth's younger hot-headed brother. Bob, thinks

Kenneth is a fool to return to the South, but Kenneth in hi*

sublime ignorance believes that "any Kegro can get along

without trouble in the South if one only tends to hie own

business."

Kenneth soon finds out how wrong he can be. He arouses

the Ku Klux Klan against him through his efforts to help the

exploited Uegro sharecroppers by consumers' cooperatives. Kis

younger sister, Usmie, is raped, his brother is lynched and

Kenneth himself is killed on his way home from a sick call.

The author, speaking through his mouthpiece. Dr. Harper,

sees a new day coming when a nan in the South will no longer

be exploited and robbed Just because he is black. He thinks



perhaps the whites In tine will redise that they art hurting

themselves by trying to *eep the Kegro down, "For all Its

rich natural resources, with Its fertile soli and Its

wonderful climate, the South Is farther behind In civilisa-

tion than any part of the United States. Why can't tho

people see that they are doing more harm to thenaelves than

they could ever do to the Negro?"

However, the slavery-conditioned winds of the dominant

whites make them reluctant to change their racial concepts,

according to Dr». Harper. Their weapon is the poor whites Who

are pitted against the Negroes in the struggle for existence.

The Fire in the Flint is a milestone in Negro writing

because it exposes the precarious position of Negroes in the

South. In this story of negro professional wan, there is

a great argument against prejudice Rnd brutality.

White's second novel. Flight , is a study of "passing"

in New York end of colored society in Atlanta, Georgia. The

author ridicules those wealthier Negroes who place emphasis

on a light skin and are outspoken in their dlslUe of black

Negroes, Catholics nnd Jem.

He unfolds the story of Vlmi, a New Orleans Creole,

who crosses the color line to work in a dress shop on rifth

Avenue in Sew York. She marries a white nan, but still feels

drawn to Harlem and her people, thus verifying an old tegro

saying that "passers always come back."

She marvelled at the spirit of the Negro race:
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at their toughness of fibre vMch seemed
to be a racial characteristic, which made them able
to live In the midst of a highly 1r.echar.l2ed civiliza-
tion, enjoy lta undoubted advantages, and yet keep
free that individual and racial dlstlnctivenoss
which did not permit the surrender of Individuality
to the machine.

In slavery, it had kept then from being crushed
and exterminated as oppression had done to the Indian.
In freedom, it had kept them from becoming mere cogs
in an elaborately organized machine.*

Both of White's novels were written in an effort to

secure better treatment of Negroes.

A white student of race relations has said of '..hlte:

Walter White has fought so valiantly all his life
that he Is in his or;ri person a terrible army. Put
he is an army with banners — gay, dancing pennants
as well as martial flr.(;s. The first impression one
gets on meeting him is of a widely traveled, well-
read, busy man of tho world. Hut his record in
action shows a keen, tough warrior, probably the
strongest and most successful champion of civil
rights in America today.8

Jean Toomer . One of tho most significant books to come

out of the Negro Renascence was Cane , written by Jean Toomer.

This book is a collection of sketohes, short stories and poems

which startled literary America with Its subject matter and

unique approach. The stories in Cane are woven around three

women, white or near-white, and the tragedy which comes Into

their lives as the result of race prejudice. The book has

been described as the first to emancipate the colored world

from the conventions of sex.3

..alter White, Flight , p. 94.
g
Kdwin H. Lmbree, 1_ .: the Odds , p. 95.

^". E. Burghardt DuBols and Alain Locke, "The Younger
Literary Movement," The Crisis , 27:161, February, 1924.
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Toomer was bom in 1894 In Washington, D. C, and

educated there as well as at the University of Wisconsin and

the College of the City of Me* York. In 1918, he turned to

writing and his sketches, poena and reviews have appeared in

various national magazines.

Lengston Hughes commented on Toomer as being somewhat of

a puzzle to the Negro world. After writing cane , Toomer moved

to Chicago and the next thing Karlem heard of him, he was

maintaining to the newspapers that he was no more colored than

white ~ as certainly his complexion indicated.

When the late James v.eldon Johnson wrote him for
permission to use some of his poems in the Book of
American Negro Poetry , Mr. Johnson reported that"The
poot, who, a few years before was "caroling softly
souls of slavery" now refused to permit his poems
to appear in an anthology of Negro verse — which
put all the critics, white and colored, in a preat
dilemma. How should they class the author of Cane
in their lists and summaries? With DuBose Heyward
and Julia Peterkin? Or with Claude McKay and Countee
Cullen? Nobody knew exactly, it being a case of
black blood and white blood having met and the
individual deciding.....Now Mr. Toomer is married
to a lady of means ~ his second wife — of New York
and Santa Fe, and is never seen on Lenox Avenue any
more. Harlem is sorry he stopped writing. He was
a fine Amerloan writer.....1

Jessie Fauset . The chronicler of the upper class Negro

is Jessie Fauset whose position among the Negro writers might

be oompared to that of Edith Bharton among the white novelists.

Miss Fauset gives attention to a class within a race — that

of decent, well-educated Negro society.

Langston Hughes, The Big Sea , p. 242 f

.
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She was born In Philadelphia and educated at Cornell, the

University of Pennsylvania and the Sorbonne In France, She

has taught French in the schools of Washington, Hew York and

Tuskegee. In addition to doing editorial work on The Crisis ,

she has written four novels and many magazine articles. At

present, Miss Fauset lives in Montolaire, New Jersey, with her

husband, Herbert Harris.

Jessie Fauset states particularly that she was started on

her literary oareer by reading a novel of T. S. Stribling

(probably Birthright ) in which she believed Negro life was un-

fairly pictured. She said:

A number of us started writing at that time.
Nella Larson (slo) and Walter White, for Instance,
were affected just as I was. We reasoned, 'Here is
an audience waiting to hear the truth about us. Let
us, who are better qualified to present that truth
than any white writer, try to do so* ."1

Said Claude McKay:

Jessie Fauset was assistant editor of The Crisis
when I net her She was prim, pretty and well-
dressed, and talked fluently and intelligently. All
the radicals liked her, although in her social view-
point she was away over on the other side of the
fence. She belonged to that closed decorous circle
of Negro society, which consists of persons who live
proudly like the better class of conventional whites,
except that they do so on less money.... .Kiss Fauset
has written many novels about people in her circle....
She Is prim and dainty as a primrose and her novels
are quite as fastidious and precious.2

Langston Hughes also has sold: "Jessie Fauset' s novels

they (the Negroes) loved, because they were always about the

TJarlon L. Starkey, "Jessie Fauset," Southern Workman ,
61 1218, May, 1932.

o
McKay , op. oit., p. 112.
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educated Uegro ~ but my poena, or Claude McKay' a Home to Karl—

they did not like, sincere though we might be." 1

Miss Fauset's novels are There la Confusion (1924),

Plum Bun (1929) , The Chlnaberry Tree (1951) , and Comedy , American

Style (1933). Of these. The Chlnaberry Tree Is the one usually

read by white readers, possibly because it has an introduction

by Zona Gale.

There Is Confusion is the first widely-recognized novel

by an American Negro woman. The story revolves around the

obstacles that educated Negroes must overcame and exposes

both intra-raoial and Inter-racial color prejudices. Its

thesis is stated in a speech by the dying Philip Murray to

his sister. In looking back over a life which has failed to

secure for him the maximum good, he says:

In those days, I was so taken up with the
business of being colored! After I'd adjusted that,
I thought I'd arrange my life. Ah, Joanna, that's
our great mistake. Vie must learn to look out for
life first, then color and limitations. My being
colored didn't make me forget to provide myself
with food and raiment.....

Learn this, Joanna, and tell the rest of our
folks. Our battle is a hard one and for a long time
it will seem to be a losing one, but it will never
really be that as long as we keep the power of being
happy.... .Happiness, love and contentment in our
midst make it possible for us to face those foes
without.2

In Plum Bun , two things are emphasizeds (1) the

discriminations practiced against Negroes in public plaoea

Hughes, op clt ., p. 287.
2

"—"
Jessie Fauset, There Is Confusion , p. 287 f.



of which numerous instance* are given and (2) the advantage*

and disadvantage* of "passing" for white. Two of the chief

character* in the book are passing. They have been intimately

acquainted, in faot lovers, but it is only after a long period

of time that the faot of passing is revealed to each other.

The theme of The Chlnaberry Tree 1* that the sin* of the

father* are visited upon the children. The setting of the

story Is a small Mew Jersey town where colored society make*

just as much a fetish of prim respectability as the white doe*.

Two Negro pirls are the oentral figure* in The Chlnaberry

Tree . The older girl, Laurentlne, is the illegitimate daughter

of a Negro housemaid and a white Southern colonel. All of her

life, Laurentlne has endured social ostracism because of her

mixed blood.

The other girl, Melissa, is Laurentine's cousin. Melissa

1* also of Illegitimate birth, but she does not know it. She

enjoys popularity among colored society folk and eventually

falls in love with one of the promising young men of the town.

However, her world crashes when she discovers that the man she

plan* to marry Is really her half-brother and the old secret

of her birth is revealed.

Comedy , American Style is a study of color mania in a

near-white wife and mother. Olivia Cary la married to a light-

skinned Negro physician and the mother of three children. Two

of the ohlldren are light enough to pass, but the third and

last child, Oliver, is dark to Olivia'* horror. "Through one



pretext and another, Olivia contrived not to be aeon on the

street with him." She feels that the entire family could

pass for white "if it Just weren't for Oliver." Because of

her Nordic obsession, Olivia ruins the lives of her children

and of her husband.

Mella Larsen. A woman novelist of the Renascence who

was preoeoupled with the problems of miscegenation and passing

was Delia Larsen, author of two novels, Quloksanti and Passing .

Hot too much is known of her private life other than that she

was the daughter of a Danish woman and a Negro man from the

Virgin Islands. Other Negro writers of the time say nothing

of her background. 1

Quicksand is the story of an extremely self-conscious

mulatto wooan, half Scandinavian and half Negro. Her yearning

for something she calls "happiness" leads her to and fro in

the earth. She goes from Harlem to Chicago and then to

Copenhagen, Denmark. After roturning to the United States,

she marries an itinerant preacher and spends the rest of her

life in a small Alabama town whore she becomes the mother of

five children. Her wanderings are a background for showing a

violent struggle between her Nordic and Negro blood, "hen she

finally yields to the stronger urge, the primitive, she is

1
A letter dated April 1, 1949, from Tuskegee Institute,

Alabama, which publishes the Negro Year Book , says: "Adequate
biographical data on Negro writers is ofTJen~soarce, i * not
non-existent."



submerged by the quiokaanda of ignorance and emotionalism.

Her character stond3 out aa typical of the tragic mulatto

so popular in fiction.

While in Quicksand, the heroine never openly severs

connections with Negroes, the opposite situation exists in

Passing . In this novel, a beautiful young vromnn passes the

color line to Join the white race and to marry a white man.

However, in doing so, she yearns for the world she has left

behind and is drawn irresistibly back to it. Her husband's

discovery that she has been visiting with the Harlem Uegroea

leads to her tragic death.

Haolal maladjustment la the problem in both of these

novels. The implication is that the Negro-white hybrid can

never find his place in the world.

Rudolph Fisher. Another writer of the Negro Renasoence,

who caught the Harlem scene, was Rudolph Fisher. Hla reputa-

tion rests mainly on one novel, T'alla of Jericho (riot to be

confused with a novel of the same name by Paul vellman, the

Kansas writer) . He also write The Conjure-Han Plea , a

detective novel, and many short storiea.

Fisher trained to be a dootor and became a writer by

accident. He was born In Washington, D. C, and educated in

the Providence, Rhode Island, public schools. Brown University

and the Howard University Medical School. In 1924, ha

received the degree of doctor of medicine from Howard and then

practiced rontgenology in New York.



The wittiest of these lew Negroes of Harlem, whose
tongue was flavored with the sharpest and saltiest
humor, was Rudolph Fisher His noval, Mis of
Jericho, captures but slightly the raoiness oi' KTs
own conversation. He was a young medical doctor and
X-ray specialist, who always frightened me a little,
beoauso he could think of the mo3t incisively clever
things to say ~ and I could never think of anything
to answer. He and Alain Locke together wore great
for Intellectual wise-cracking. The two would fling
big and witty words about with such, swift and punning
innuendo that an ordinary mortal just sat and looked
wary for fear of being caught in e net of witticisms
beyond his cultural ken. I used to wish I could talk
like Rudolph Fisher. Besides being a good writer, he
was an excellent singer and had sung with Faul Robeson
during their college days. But I guess Fisher was
too brilliant and too talented to stay long on this
earth. During the same week, in December, 1934, he
and Wallace Thurman both died.1

Using tho love story of a piano mover and a lady's maid

as the string, The Walls of Jericho adds varied glimpses of

Negro life like beads to make a Harlem neoklaoe. One of the

main characters is a colored attorney or "diokty" ("dlckty"

is Negro slang for the "high-toned yellow"). Another

character is Miss Agatha Cramp, a white professional upllfter.

Hiss Cramp visits a Harlem costume ball and Is surprised and

shocked to see so many "white" people there — when she Is

Informed that they are all Negroes, after all, she naively

thinks that environment end the climate of this country have

lightened their complexions. She expounds! "Now if these

same people here tonight had originally gone to Scandinavia —
three or four hundred years ago, you understand — some of them

Langston Hurhes, The Big Sea , p. 250 f

.
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would by now bo as fair as the Scandinavians! Why they'd

even have blue eyes and yellow hairf1

The Walls of Jericho reveals the first Negro author

skilled in ooraio realism and able to use irony and satire not

only upon whites, but also upon various classes of his own

people.2

The End of the Negro Renascence

The stock market crash in October of 1929 marked the

beginning of the end for the Negro Renascence. When the depression

struck, the fad of patronizing Negro art died. White patrons

withdrew their support from Negro artists. Always in job

difficulties anyway, the Negroes felt the depression mors

keenly than any other group.

That. ....was the end of the iiorlem Renaissance.
We were no longer in vogue, anyway, we Negroes.
Sophisticated New Yorkers turned to Noel Coward.
Colored aetors began to go hungry, publishers
politely rejected now manuscripts, and patrons
found other uses for their money. The cycle that
had charlestoned into being on the dancing heels of
Shuffle Along now ended in Green Pastures with D«
Bflh

The generous 1920' a were over.....

3

Of the many Negroes who started writing during the

Renascence, only a few held on and survived. Two, Langaton

Rudolph Fisher, The walla of Jericho , p. 103.

Closter, pp. cit., p. 177.
S ""^

^~

"

Langston Huphea, The nig Sea , p. 334 f.
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Hughes and Ann Bontemps, are still writing today. Two

others, who came into prominence at the end of the Renascence,

Countee Cullen and Wallace Thurman, are now dead. Another,

George Schuyler, wrote two novels in 1931, but has since turned

to Journalism and has written no more novels.

Lsngston Huphea . The best-known and most versatile

writer to come out of the Mogro Renascence was Langston Hughes,

a former Kansan and a regular contributor to The Kansas Hagazlne ,

published at Kansas State College. His own life has been a

modern Odyssey for he has lived in all corners of Europe,

Africa, Asia and America. Ho has written books, articles,

short stories, poems, plays and radio scripts by the dozen.

He has received Guggenheim awards, Hosenwald fellowships,

literary prizes, lnter-racial medals and honorary degrees. In

popular opinion, he is today considered the top writer among

the j.egroaa.

Born in Joplln, Kissourl, in 1902, Hughes lived most of

the time until he was 12 in Lawrenoe, Kansas, with his maternal

grandmother. She was the widow of Lewis Sheridan Loary, one of

the five Hegroes killed with John Brown at Harper's Perry.

Hughes' great-uncle on his mother's side was John fiercer

Langston, congressman from Virginia, U. S. minister to Haiti

and first dean of the law school at Howard University.

When Hughes was 14, he went with his mother to Cleveland,

Ohio, and finished high school there. After graduation, he

lived for 15 months with his father in Mexico and then enrolled



at Columbia University. Ho remained in Columbia a year, but

breaking with hia fattier, he wont on "his own." Working on

freight steamers, ha aaw all ports of the world. V:hile

working as a bus boy in a Washington, 0. C, hotel, he was

"discovered" by Vaohol Lindsay. From then on, Hughes was on

his way up. Eventually, he finished college at Lincoln

University and was awarded a doctor's degree in 1942*

One writer give* an interesting sidelight on Hughes*

home life:

'."hen I laat saw him.....he was living in New
York with his "adopted uncle and aunt," Knerson and
Toy Harper, friends of his family since Kansas days.
Mrs. Harper, who traveled for years with shows and
circuses, is now a dross designer for theatrical
celebrities. Her husband is s Harlem musician and
composer. Their three-room apartrcent is a beehive:
Mrs. Harper giving a fitting in the hall before a
mirror, while a seamstress is busily running the
sowing machine In the bedroom, the husband practicing
a oadensa on his oboe in the living room, and Langston
Hughes clattering away on his typewriter In the kitchen.
It is a "You-Can't-Take-It-rith-You" setting, with
visiting Brazilian authors, relatives from Kansas,
City, ladies preparing their wardrobes ell walking
about while doorbell and telephone go on merrily
ringing and ringing.

Hughes likes to work out his articles, skits and
incidental verse in such hectic settings. But ha
docs his sustained work late at night when he is free
of interruptions, starting at midnight and running on
to three or four in the morning or even into the dawn.l

Hughes' life story i3 told in his autobiography. The Big

Sea. Eis one novel, Mot vlthout Laughter, a story with a

Kansas setting, came out in 1930. k book of collected short

Edwin R. Kmbree, 13 Against the Odds, p. 135.
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stories. The y.'ays of V.hlie Folks, was published la 1834. Els

published verse includes some six volumes, hughes has also

collaborated with Arna Bontemps on several warks, including

a recent anthology of Negro verse called poetry of the iit^o,

1746-1948 . which was released in Karch, 1949, by Doubleday

Doran, JJew York. More than a dozen of the Hughes plays have

been produced by the Gilpin Players of Cleveland, oldest

Negro theater group in America.

hot without Laughter is a novel of the trials of a Negro

family in Stanton, Kansas (probably Lawrence). The matriarch

of the family la Aunt Hager Williams, who has raised five

children and one grandson through income earned by 70 years

over the wash tubs. In turn, her children leave her end only

her grandson is left to carry on her dx-uams of uplifting the

black race.

Other characters are Annjee, daughter of Hager, who has

married a gay young "high yelliir" guitar player nwaod Jimboyi

Sandy, young son of Annjee, whose early life is portrayed in

the book; Harriett, attractive daughter of Hager, who represents

the militant Hew llogro; and loopy, another daughter of Hager' s,

who represents the snobbish upper class in Negro society.

There are descriptions of dances, carnivals, lodge

activities and the various things that make up Negro life in

the average Midwest town. The pool halls, red light districts

and white hotels are all described for us through Tandy's eyes.

Hughes comments on his waiting of the novel while a



student at Lincoln University:

All that winter, ay senior year, I re-read
and re-worked my novel. The following summer, after
graduation, I again stayed on the campus in a big,
empty theological dormitory all alone Aunt Hager
and Annjee and Jlmboy were there. And an oil light
burned on sty table — as in Kansas.

That night when Harriett ran away to join the
carnival was almost more than I could stand. I knew
I would miss her. (I had never really had an aunt
who ran away to join a carnival, but I wanted to have
one. And there wasn't really any oil light in the
dormitory.) 1

Mot Y'lthout Lauphter was unique in that it was the first

novel by a Negro author whioh brought out the position of the

Negro In a small Midwestern town. Readers of hughes wish that

he might write more novels, but apparently he is a poet at

heart. In all of his work, he shows the enduring tie which he

feels toward his Negro background.

Arna Bontemps . Another writer who came into prominence

with Hughes and who has collaborated with him is Arna Bontempa.

Bontemps, who is librarian at Flak University, Nashville,

Tennessee, continues writing and enjoys steady popularity. In

1948, he published a non-flotlonal work, Story of the i.ugro ,

a history of the Negro people from before the founding of the

Songhay empire in Africa. Besides some children's books, he

has written threo novels: Ood Sends Sunday (1951), Black

Thunder (1936) and Drums at Dusk (1939). The last two are

historical novels of slave insurrections in Virginia and Haiti.

Bontemps was born in 1902 in Alexandria, Louisiana. At

20, he was graduated from Pacific Union College in northern

^Langston Hughes, The Big Sea , p. 305.
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California. He cane to tiew York the following year and "saw

the Hegro lienaacsnco from a grandstand seat." Leaving How York,

he taught for a while in Alabama bef are going to J'iok University.

God Sends Sunday, the novel which marked the end of the

Hegro Renascence, is a delightful story of a Negro jockey,

Li'l Augie. The hook is completely free of race consciousness.

Li'l Augie, horn on a Ked liiver plantation, runa awaj frost Home

to become a jockey. He goes to Sew Orleans and finally drifts

up to St. Louis in search of a new world "full of fancy yellow

women." When he is at the height of his feme as a jockey and

"dirty with money," he struts in fancy, ridiculous clothes and

spends lavishly on women, the description of his cake walk at

a St. Louis liegro ball and of the startling suit in which Li'l

Augie wins the grand prise is woll worth reading. Eventually,

However, Li'l Augie starts on the way down. He fails at

everything he tries to do and finally ends up as a penniless

hobo.

The novel shows the after effects of the Harlem or Van

Vechten vogue in its emphasis on the sensational.

Countee Cullen . Another writer, who brought out a novel

in 1932, was Countee Cullen. This book was One V/ay to iltiaven,

his only novel although he published several books of poetry.

(It seems that most of the Hegro writers turn naturally to

poetry as a medium to express emotion and r&olal oppression.)

Cullen was born in Now York in 1903, the son of a

Methodist minister, educated in the public schools there and



was awarded hia B. A. degree from Hew York University and his

M. A. from Harvard. Rla first book of poems was published in

1925 and followed by several other volumes of poetry. He died

in February of 1946, only a few weeks after completing an

antholopy of his best verse, On These I Stand (Harper * Brothers,

Mew York, 1947). Cullen ras married to Yolande DuBois, daughter

and only child of Dr. V. E, Burghardt DuBois.

One yay to Heaven la a novel of Negro religious life in

Harlem with Sam Lucas, a one-srmed vagrant who has made a living

by dallying with phony religious conversions, as the main

character. At revival meetings, Sam usually went to the mourners'

bench, threw in a pack of oards and a rasor said announced he

was saved. The emotional congregation then shoivered him with

coins. His conversion at the Hebron A.H.E. church won for him

the heart of Wattle, an honest, hard-working, black servant

girl. He married Mettle and went with her to live with her

Aunt Maundy. However, he soon forgot his supposed conversion

and took to drink and women. Finally, he died from pneumonia

after making Mattle believe that he really did repent before

death.

Another character Is Constancla, the satiric mouthpiece

for the Negro intelllgensia, who, for a Joke, arranges for a

prominent Negro-hater to address a meeting of the colored folk

and then says:

An irrefutable evidence of a sense of humor
Is the ability to laugh at oneself as well as at one's
tormentors and defamors. If we Negroes haven't
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learned that in these three hundred years, we have
made sorry progress.1

Relative to Langston Hughes' contention that Negroes

always want to put their best foot forward In anything that

white people might read, a young Negro novelist in one Way

to Heaven says to Constaneiat

Half a dozen people here tonight have asked
me what the white people will think about the race
when they read my book. Good Godl I wasn't
writing a history about the Negro. I was trying
to write a novel.2

Cullen'a prose shows power, but his real reputation rests

on his lyric poetry. Host of his poems are concerned with love,

death and the heavy burdens of his people.

Wallace Thurwan . One of the most thoughtful novels to

be written by a Negro was The Blacker the Berry (1929), a study

of intra-racial oolor prejudice, written by Wallace Thurman.

In this novel, the author used the popular theory of the

universal contempt for the black girl by the Negro man. Emma

Lou, the heroine, was the black daughter of a light-skinned

mother whose family motto was "whiter and whiter every genera-

tion." A dark skin handicaps Emma Lou at home, in adjusting

herself at the university, acquiring social contacts, obtaining

employment and holding the affection of the man she would

like to marry, as one of the characters in the book sayst

Countee Cullen, One Way to Hep.ven , p. 167.

8
Ibid, p. 186.
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.....you can't blame llf4it Nfigroet for being
prejudiced against dark onea. All of you know that
white Is the symbol of everything pure and good,
whether that everything be concrete or abstract.
Ivory Soap la advertised as being ninety-nine and
some fraction per cent pure and Ivory Soup Is white.
Moreover, virtue and virginity ere always repre-
sented as being clothed in white garments. Then,
too, the Qod we, or rather moat Negroes, worship is
a patriarchal white man, seated on a white throne,
in a spotless white heaven, radiant with white street*
and white-appareled angels eating white honey and
drinking white milk.1

Thurman was ever a satirist. In a novel published in

1932, entitled Infants of the Spring , he oalls the Negro literati

the "niggeratti" and ridicules the Renascence. He was pessimis-

tic about the Rttitude of the New Negro and aaid:

The struggle to free himself from race conscious-
ness had been hailed before actually accomplished.
The effort to formulate a new attitude toward life
had become a seeking for a red badge of courage.
That which might have emerged normally, If given
time, had been forcibly and prematurely exposed to
the lii'ht. It now seemed as if the Caesarian
operation was going to prove fatal to the parent
and the child.2

Educated at the University of Southern California,

Thurman came to New York to serve on the editorial staff of a

Negro magazine. Langston Hughes, who knew him well, saldt

He was a strangely brilliant black boy, who
had read everything and whose critical mind could
find something wrong with everything he read.....
Thurman had read so many books because he could
read eleven lines at a time. He would pet from
the library a great pile of volumes that would
have taken me a year to read. But he would go
through them in leas than a week and be able to

Wallace Thurman, The Blacker the Berry , p. 98.

Sfallaoe Thurman, Infant 8 of the Spring , p. 147.



discuss eaeh one at great length with anybody.
That was why, I suppose, he waa later given a Job
as a reader at Macauley's -- the only Negro reader,
so far as I know, to be employed by any of the
larger publishing firms.1

Thurman also did ghost writing for sore of the "true

confessions" magazines snd was said to have "ghosted" some books

for prominent whites.8 When only 32 years old, he died of

tuberculosis In the charity ward of a New York hospital.

George Schuyler . Another satirical novelist as well as

a top Negro Journalist Is Ccorge Schuyler, who brought out the

fantastic Black No More in 1931. Born in 1895 in Rhode Island

and educated In Syracuse, New York, Schuyler served ss an army

first lieutennnt in rarld Var I. He has long been a successful

newspaperman nnd coluwilst and has been on the editorial staffs

of several of the leading Negro newspaoers. Although he wrote

only two novels, he has continued to publish numerous short

stories, artloloe and reviews.

The main theme of Black No Kore is the discovery by

Dr. Crookman, a Negro scientist, of a serum which bleaches black

skin white, turns thick lips thin and makes kinky hair straight.

It Is e caustic satire on white as well as black people. .Said

the scientist, who discovered the startling method of bleaching

Negroes

s

My sociology teacher hsd once said that there are
but three ways for the i*egro to solve his problem in
America 'To either get out, ret white or ret
along.' Since he wouldn't and couldn't get out and

Langston Hughes, The Big Sea , p. 234.

Loo. cit.
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was getting along only indifferently. It seemed to
we that the only thing for him was to get white.*

The Irony of the Whole matter was that after all the

Hegroes In America had gone through this bleaching piocesn,

they were so white, whiter oven than many of the ttox-dios, that

whites and blacks alike began using a light brown stain to

pigment the skin. Naturally, the entire social system was

upset* Cried one Southern newspaper:

Hundreds of Herroea with newly-acquired skins
have already entered White society and thousands will
follow them. The black raoe from one end of the
country to the other has in two short weeks rone
completely orasy over the prospect of retting white.
l>«y by day wo see the color line vfeich we have so
laboriously established being rapidly destroyed.
There would not be so much cause for alarm in this,
were it not for the fact that this vitiligo is not
hereditary. In other words,

BSROM WILL BE s! This means that
your daughter, having married a supposed white man,
may find herself with a black babyl Will the proud
white wen of the Southland so far forget their
traditions as to remain idle while this devilish
work is .going on?*

The novel is dedicated "to nil Caucasians in the great

republic who can trace their ancestry back ten generations and

confidently assert that there are no black leaves, twigs, limbs

or branches on their family trees."

Sahuyler'e other novel, published the same year (1931),

was Slaves To3ay ; A Story of Liberie , a otory of the persecu-

tion of Llberian natives by the ruling c?aes. Liberia was the

African colony settled by freedraen from the United States early

Ctdi'ge 'uohuyler, li li.ck i o tiore , p. lo.
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In the last century. The story revolve* around three peoplet

Jackson, flrat district commissioner, who provides natives

with the connivance of the government to be shipped or sold

to African planters) Pameta, a bride of a day, soleed for

Jackson's harera; and Parnate's husband, 7.0, who is sent to a

Spanish Island without his consent and without hopes of escape.

;'inor Post-Renasconce Hovels . A few minor "first" novels

were published by small publishing firms during this period.

These books were unknown to white readers of the time and the

authors themselves have long since faded into oblivion. Some

Of those books by Hegro writers were na follows

s

Fugitives of the Ponrl (1930) by John H. Paynter, based

on a historical incident occurring in 1848 when 77 Hegro slavea

tried to esoape to Philadelphia and freedom on a small ship

celled the "Pearl."

Out of Wedlock (1931) by TCilllam S. Ronry, the story of

a Negro woman who has lived with a white man for 2" years as

his common-law wife and borne five illegitimate children. After

his death, she attempts retribution by dedicating herself and

her children to doing away with conditions which permit whita

men to prey upon Kegro women.

Kot Only Par (1932) by Victor roley deals with miscegena-

tion. The story concerns two men, one white and one colored,

who are In love with the seme girl. The two rivals meet in

France during the war. The story ends with the colored man

attempting to rescue his white rival during a siege, but both

are killed.



Prinoegs Malah (1933) by John H. Hill, a picture of

"the relationship existing between naster and sieve" prior to

the Revolutionary War. Maiah, the principal character, la

recognized as an Indian prlnceas although she has Anglo-Saxon

and Negro blood as well.

THE NEW NKORO NOVELIST

Prom the early thirties until the present, several

trends have been noticed In the novels by Negro writers.

First, there In the Increasing use of white characters,

particularly In novels by Zora Jieale Hurston, Frank Yerby,

Gillian Attaway and Wlllard Hotley. These white characters

are realistic and are portrayed by the author with a sure

hand.

Also appearing in greater numbers is the nodal protest

or proletarian novel in which the writer has turned from racial

to class channels. There has definitely been a swing to the

left since many Negro writers see the race problem In a

different light. The depression, the war and the rise of new

ideologies at hone and abroad helped to promote this trend.

Three top Kegro novelists — Richard Wright, Ann Petry

and Wlllard Hotley « have been Interested in a social analysia

of the effects of environment on the individual. All three of

these authors have produced books using the Native Son or

"how-crlnlnp.ls-ore-made'' theme. Wlllard Motley has been the

first to shew how environment affects the white slum-dweller



as well as the Negro.

Negro folk material 1ms Itari continued use In the novel*

of this period. 2ora Ueale Hureton and other writers have Bade

effect ivo use of the folk element and have found it profitable.

On the other hand, Frank Yerby has discovered a gold mine in the

uae of historical material.

There now appears to be three typos of novels by Hegro

writers: the "hard-boiled" novel which makes sensational use

of the racial theme and is probably intended to appeal mostly

to the Negro rending public; the social protest or proletarian

novel, which la aimed to reach the liberal-thinking people of

all races; and the "popular" novel which does not espouse nny

special cause, but is written primarily to make money or to

entertain.

(>\e notices the lack of Negro war novels on VoeId War II.

"•ith the possible exception of a novel published In April of

1249 by Pillard Savoy, no Negro writer has used the war as

source material. It may be that the real Negro war novel will

come later whon writers will be able to view the treatment of

the colored service man more objectively.

One field of Uegro writing that has been strengthened

within recent years Is that of biography. Several good ones

have been produced by Negro authors. Anong recent biographies

are as follows: Sojourner Trutn by Arthur Huff Faust.tj p.tuI

Robeson and Frederick Douglass by Shirley Graham j Dr. Oeorge

Washington Carver by Shirley Graham, collaborating with
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George 0. Lipscomb j Joseph Charles Price (educator and race

leader) by William Jacob Wallsj and Sam Houston by Jeff Hamilton

as told to Lenoir Hunt. Arna Bontemps has also edited an auto-

biography of W. C. Handy, "father of the blues" | Ben Richard-

son has written a series of sketches of 21 eminent American

Hegroesj and John K. Washington has produced a book They Knew

Lincoln , consisting of stories and anecdotes about Abraham

Lincoln as told by old Negroes who knew him.

Following are some of the Negro novels and novelists since

the early thirties.

Zora Neale Hurston

A Negro writer who is more interested in telling a good

story than in struggling with raoe problems is Zora Heale

Hurston, author of three novels, same books of folk tales and

her autobiography, Dust Traoks on a Road . Her most reoent and

best-acclairied novel was published in 1948, Seraph on the

Suwanee . Her other two novels are Jonah's Gourd Vine (1934)

and Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937)

.

Born In 1903 at l.atonvllle, Florida, (fir at Incorporated

Negro town in the United States) Miss Hurston was the seventh

of a family of eight children. She attended Morgan College and

Howard and Columbia, studying anthropology at the latter with

the famed Dr. Fran* Boas. She also worked as Fannie Hurst's

seoretary while attending school. Six out of the eight

Hurston children hold college degrees.
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Miss Hurston began writing when she was eight years old,

but her first break came after college when one of her stories

was published in Story magazine. Four publishers wrote her for

book length work and from then on she was "made." She received

a Guggenheim Fellowship to write a travel book on Jamaica and

Haiti, Tell My Horse, which was published in 1838. The setting

for many of her folk stories is in her native Katonville,

Florida.

Lengston Hughes has commented on Miss Hurston as he

knew hen

Oily to reach a wider audience need she
ever write books — because she is a perfect book of
entertainment in herself. In her youth, she was
always getting scholarships and things from wealthy
white people, some of whom simply paid her just to
sit around and represent the Negro raoe for them, she
did it in such a raoy fashion. She was full of side-
splitting anecdotes, humorous tales and tragicomic
stories, remembered out of tier life in the South as a
daughter of a travelling minister of God. She could
make you laugh one minute and cry the next. To many of
her white friends, no doubt, she was a perfect "darkle"
in the nice meaning they give the term ~ that is a
naive, childlike, sweet, humorous and highly colored
Negro.

But UisG Hurston was clever too Almost nobody
else could stop the average Harlemlte on Lenox Avenue
and measure his head with a strange-looking, anthro-
pological device and not get bawled out for the
ettompt, except Zora. who used to stop anyone whose
head looked interesting and measure it.1

The latest and, in popular opinion, the best novel by

Hiss Hurston is Seraph on the Suwanee , the story of a whit*

Hughes, op . oit ., p. 239.
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family living In the turpentine and sawmill country along the

Suwanee River In Florida. The novel is completely devoid of

"racial" slant and undisturbed by any raee difficulties. Prom

the turpentine country, the narrative moves on to the citrus

belt and the ollraax takes place against the background of the

shrimping fleets that work out of Florida ports.

The story opens in the first decade of this oentury in

Sawley of west Florida on the famous Suwanee River. Arvey

Henson, pretty daughter of a poor white family, la overcome

with religious fervor at the "protracted meeting" held eaoh

summer and resolves to be a missionary. Her secret love for

an Itinerant preacher, who later married Array's sister, may

have had something to do with this decision.

Shortly after, Arvay begins to "have fits" whenever a

young man walks home from church with her. These fits continue

until Jim Heserve comes to town, sees Array and deoldes to marry

her.

Arvay and Jim marry and move to the citrus country where

Jim makes money. Thus at middle age, Array has a good home, all

the money she needs and two splendid children. But Arvay Is

unhappy since she cannot believe that her husband made a good

life for her because he really loved her. She is always sus-

pecting him of unfaithful motives and her nagging and jealousy

finally drive him away. He interests himself in a shrimping

fleet that works out of liew Smyrna and buys himself some boats.

Although he sees that Arvay is well provided for, he makes it
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clear that he will never oome baok to her. She will have to

"see the light" and oome to him.

After going through some mental agony and several fast-

paced events, Arvay Is finally able to realise the trial and

tribulation she has been to her family through her bigoted

mental attitude and to understand where she belongs. She goes

humbly to her husband and convinces him that she la ready to

begin life anew and be the right kind of wife.

There Is much dlaleot In the novel and a certain rough

humor. The writing Is reminiscent of the work of Marjorie

Rinnan Rawllngs, particularly since the setting is in the same

locality. Certainly Hiss Hurston has a great grasp of character

and setting.

Miss Hurston* I other two novels

.

Jonah's Gourd Vine and

Their Eyes Were Watching God , make use of the folklore of the

South. She weaves these folk stories into the fictional

narrative without too much racial slant. Quaint expressions and

mannerisms make the characters what they are.

George Wylie Henderson

In Ollle Kiss (1935) George W. Henderson beoame the first

Negro novelist to write a novel on sharecropplng. The book

concerns the small Negro landowner and the shareoroppers in

Alabama. In 194b, Henderson followed this book with another

Alabama story, Jule .

Henderson knows his Alabama setting for he was born there.
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He learned printing at Tuakegee Institute and began to write

short stories far the New York Dally Mews while working in the

Tuakegee printing plant. In his first novel of the rural

Negroes, the main character is Ollie Miss, a self-reliant,

brown, enigmatic young woman with great physical strength

which accentuated her beauty end fascinated the men (especially

when she was drinking corn llkker) . She is a puszlo when one

encounters her and when the story ends, the puzele still has

not been solved. She bears an Illegitimate child and then

refuses to marry the father. Finally, ahe looks forward

confidently to bringing up her child on some land given her by

a relative.

Henderson's second novel, Jule, is definitely Inferior

to his first. It is the story of a Negro boy, born and bred

In the backwoods of Alabama. His mother had inspired him to

be "somebody" so Jule goes to New York after a fight with

Boykin Key, his white rival for the affections of Negro Bertha

Mac. After "improving" himself among the Negro society folk

of Harlem, Jule returns South to his first sweetheart.

Richard Wright

Author of the powerful disturbing novel. Native Son ,

is Richard Wright, a realistic young Negro writer. All of

Wright's life had been building toward the writing of Native

Son. For the author had endured the hates and hurts of American

Negro life until he had to tell about them ~ tell about them
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In a book so brutal that no one could "weep and feel good

about It."

Matlve Son revolves about the character of Bigger Thomas,

the stereotyped "bad nigger," and In a larger part about the

entire Negro problem of this country. Bigger Thomas and his

crimes were molded from his traglo background, the background

of two and one-half oenturles of slavery find moral degradation

Of Negro life* Bla stunted life had generated In him a wild

and Intense hate of white people and placed him like a wild

animal at bay.

Bigger was a liar, coward, cheater, killer — Just a

bad character from the start. He got a job as chauffeur to

a wealthy white family and unintentially killed the flighty

daughter of the family. To escape the consequences, he then

killed Ills Kegro girl friend and was caught up in a net which

inevitably leads him to the eleotric chair. At the trial, ha

la defended by Max, a Jewish lawyer. The lawyer, who is really

the author's mouthpiece, makes a powerful presentation of the

whole Negro problem in his plea to the jury. Max asks for a

deeper justice to secure us from an explosive conflict of

races. Through Max, Bigger Bees at last the meaning of his

own wasted life.

There are other characters, of course: Jan, the young

Communist, who does not realise that his patronising political

pity is more offensive to a Negro than color prejudice}

Bigger '8 submissive mother and sister, prototypes of all Negroes
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who swallow the white man's affronts; Mrs. DaIton, blind

Bother of the dead white girl, whose philanthropy Is as

blind as her eyes? and the bloodthirsty mob Itself which la

always In the background.

Although Bigger Is technically charged with murder when

he Is caught, the real thing for which the mob demands his life

la "rape" of the white girl. The author points out In hie

Introduction that It is this trumped-up charge of "rape" whloh

has become the representative symbol of the Negro's unoertain

position In America. The stereotyped incidents in the novel

in whloh the charge of "rape" is bandied about might have

been taken straight from newspaper stories.

Hative Son is not a pleasant story, but It is a novel

that no one can forget. No white person can read this book

without gaining a greater understanding of the psychological

problems of the Negroes In our society.

As said before, all of Richard Wright's life had been

pointing toward the writing of Native Son . His autobiography.

Black Boy , tells of his erratic youth, born here, schooled there,

and holding this and that Job. But In his youth also there

building an intense feeling about the tragedies of the Negro

people. This finally culminated In his "hard-Dolled" novel.

Wright Is said to have refused $50,000 offered by the

film studios if he would let them portray tho characters In

Native Son as white people, and he has turned down every

offer, at any price, to allow the story to be softened or
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watered down for the movie public.1

Richard Wright was born nepteraber 4, 1908, on a planta-

tion 25 miles from Natchez, Mississippi. His father was a

mill worker and his mother a country school teachor. The

family was continually on the move so young Print's education -

was much neglected. At 15, he left home, bumming his way all

over the country, working at any kind of Job from ditch

digging to clerking in a postoffioe and always reading anything

that fell Into his hands. Eventually, he became head of the

Harlem branch of o Hew York newspaper and began to write In

earnest. His first book, Uncle Tom's Children, n collection of

four short stories about Southern Kegro life, won first priaa

in a national contest sponsored by Story magazine. He completed

Matlve Son on a Guggenheim Fellowship and the navel was awarded

the Splngarn Medal and Book of the Month accolade.

The year after writing Hatlve Son , rrlght published a

documentary entitled 12 Million Black Voices . It tells In

picture-story form the progress of the Negro people from the

slave cribs of Afrioa up to the present day. The very

excellent photofraphs are by Edwin Rosokam.

William Attaway

A Negro novelist of the reallatio or "hard-boiled" school

is William Attaway. lie has written two books: Let Mo Breathe

Thunder (1939), a story in the Steinbeck tradition which deals

"TSmbree, op. clt., p. 44.
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with white vagabonds} and Blood on the Forge (1941), which

describes the effect of a highly industrialized society on the

Negro Bind.

Born in Mississippi, Atteway was the son of a Negro

doctor who did not want his child to grow up under the Southern

caste system so the family war moved to Chicago. There Attaway

was educated in the public schools and at the University of

Illinois. He has worked as a seaman, salests&n, labor organiser

and acted in the rocd company of "You Can't Take It Vlth You."

The Attaway style is characterized by short, rapid

dialogue, monosyllabic words &nd a treatment of the more

primitive aspects of huiaan behavior. Attaway turned to using

Kegro characters In his second book because he did not want to

break sway from his people entirely in fiction.

In Let tie Breathe Thunder, two young white boys, Step

and Kd, pick up a ten-year-old Mexican youngster to travel

with them on the freights. On the little Mexican, Hi Boy,

they lavish all the affection of their own thvarted childhood.

Both Step and Id are unsavory characters, but Step is the

worst of the lot. To him, "having a woman was jUBt about as

sacred as washing his hands."

This transient trio finally arrives in the Yakima Valley

of the Pacific Northwest where they accept employment from a

rancher there by the name of Sampson. Step immediately seduces

Sampson's young daughter, Anna, and Introduces her to Kag, a

colored prostitute.
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In a fight at Mag's house, vrtiore Anna la waiting to

keep a rendezvous with Step, Anna is shot In the ami. Step and

Ed hop a freight out of town. They take HI Boy with them

although Sampson had previously asked them to leave the

Mexican youngster at the ranch where he could enjoy a normal

life.

While riding the freight over the Rockies, Hi Boy

becomes ill from an infection resulting from an earlier

injury. After almost freejslng on the mountain trip, the vagrant*

finally reach Denver, but Hi Boy is dead. Step and Ed put the

body on a freight oar which Is loaded for Hew Mexico and watch

it being taken away.

Both Step and Ed are doomed from the start to a life

of vagrancy and potty crime. Probably, Hi Boy would have

followed in the 3arae pattern If death had not intervened. The

book gives honest, realistic treatment to the story of vagabonds

with no childhood behind them and no security before them.

However, Attaway offers no solution for the problem of

delinquent youth although he attributes It to the Great

Depression. In Let Ye Breathe Thunder , he did an excellent Job

on factual reporting and Interpreting of that period in

American life.

In Blood on the Forge , Attaway turns to a different

period In American life -- the one Just aftor ?;orld Tar I when

a shortage of man power caused a migration of Southern agri-

cultural labor to Northern Industry. He describes the dlffi-
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industrial conditions and of the competition between poor

whites and Negroes.

Three «egro brothers — Big Mat, Chinatown and Melody --

leave their barren farm in Kentucky to work in the Pennsylvania

steel mills along the Moaongahela River. Working conditions

were inhuman and many men were killed in the steel furnaces.

There a ginny falls when they pourin' ~ and
the preacher got to aay service over a hundred tons
o' steel. For no reason there's soraethin' freege
in the blast furnace. Then it slip, and hot coke
and metal rain down through the roof on the fellers
round the bosh. Any time you foolin' round fast
metal it liable to blow up. It always blow up for
no reason at all, 'oeptln' it want to......1

On some shifts, the workers have to be on duty for

twenty-four hours straight for the Bee seiners must never be

allowed to grow cold. Rut the end finally comes for the

three brothers t Big Mat is killed in a strike riot , China-

town Is blinded by an accident at the steel mills, and only

Melody is left to carry on. He takes Chinatown to Pittsburgh.

As he leaves the steel mills:

there was a deep pain in Melody. He was
never happy. Ke thought about the first months in
the Allegheny Valley. Then he had been fearful of
the proatneas around him, the endless clash of big
forces playing up and down the banks of long rivers.
This place had been a monster, beautiful in an ugly
strength that fascinated a man so that it made
him ring his fear. It was a big new world. Right
now, all of Melody's world was a little dull pain....
Someday, Melody thought, he and Chinatown would go
home to Kentucky. But he did not think about that

Willism Attaway, Blood on the Forge , p. 62.
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very hard. He nas beginning to feol the truth: they
would never go home..... 1

As an Interpreter of the social conditions of the white and

Negro working, classes, Attaway has been successful in his two

novels (even though the stories are not pleasant) . VJhether he

will continue to write Is doubtful as he has produced no

further work within the last eight years.

Prank Yerby

A new Negro novelist, who is definitely in the money-

making class regardless of the merits of his books, is Frank

Yerby. Yerby wrote The Foxes of Harrow (1946) which sold more

than a million copies the first year and was made into a movie

by Twentieth Century Fox. In 1947, Yerby published The Vixens

and In 1948, The Oolden Hawk . All of these novelB were

written for popular reading without the "raoe tag" and all have

been money makers. All are overcrowded In plot and full of

action, color and sex.

Yerby (1916 - ) wrote his first book The Foxes of Harrow

while working 18 hours a day in a war plant. Born In Augusta,

Georgia, he was graduated from Paine College and Flak University

and later- Hid advanced work at the University of Chicago. At

22, Yerby was an Instructor at Florida A. and U. College,

Tallahassee, teaching English. He spent the year after that

in wandering, winding up in Detroit where he worked two years

1
Ibid., p. 275 f.



for the Ford Motor Company. Later, be worked for the Ranker

Aircraft Company in Jamaica, Long Island.

He first gained attention with a short story, "Health

Card," which appeared in Harper's tfagazlno and later won a

special award in the 0. Henry collection for 1944. Yerby

says that the turning point in his life had come with his

marriage in Hew Orleans on March 1, 1941, to "tiny intense

Flora Helen Claire '. illlams, who supplied the drive hitherto

lacking. Her belief in me and her attacks upon my monumental

laziness finally resulted in the novel (The Foxea ) whose success

continues to amaze us both."*

Ihe Poxes of Harrow, in the writer's opinion the best of

Yerby' s novels, is a historical novel of hew Orleans using all

the popular characters and situations of Southern romantic

fiction: a dashing, unscrupulous, but sensitive adventurer,

who has unfailing success; several beautiful women, one cold

and queenly and the others warm and passionate; politics,

duels, loves, lusts, quadroon mistresses, moonlight, magnolias,

a pillared forty-room mansion and final devastation,

A few of the several dozen characters in The Foxes of Harrow

includes Stephen Fox, master of "Harrow," the greatest manor

house and plantation In Louisiana; Odalle Orceneaux, the lovely

Creole belle of New Orleans, who becomes Stephen's wife;

Aurore Orceneaux, sister of Odslie, who secretly and hopelessly

1
Current Biography , l»4tt, p. 672 f

.
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loved Stephen for years* Desiree Hippolyte, Stephen's

quadroon mistress; Tante Caleen, his old female slave, and

Inch, her grandson] and Ktienne, the renegade son of Stephen

Fox.

The Civil War brings destruction to Harrow and to the

Fox family. The old Creole families bow to the new order and

the Negroes are in the ascendancy, temporarily. However, the

thinking Negro is sad for he knows that it cannot last — that

the Negroes were not yet ready for freedom and that white men

will rule the South again.

In The Vixens , the story of the Reconstruction is told.

The Carpetbaggers have descended on New Orleans and are hated

by the people there. But the full bitterness is reserved for

the Scalawags, men of Southern birth and training, who had

turned against their own people.

In the story, one meets the defeated feudal lords of the

South trying to turn back the clock of history with Vlaite

Leaguers and Klansmen sweeping down to terrorize the Negroes.

There are the thieving Northern Carpetbaggers, Scalawag

administrators, whiskey-maddened rioters, and all the vicious

crew eventually swallowed by the South.

Etlerme of The Foxes appears again in The Vixens and is

killed by the Negroes. The Negro, Inch, who also appeared

in the first novel, meets death from the Klansmen. The main

character, Laird Furnols, escapes from the debacle to begin

• new life in Kansas.
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In his latest novel. The Golden Hawk . Yerby has used fop

his setting the West Indies of the seventeenth century when

Spain was making Its last stand to retain Its conquests In

the New world.

The main character Is Kit Gerado, the "Golden Hawk" and

master of the ship, Seaflower. He was horn without a name.

Illegitimate son of a French mother with the secret of his

birth shrouded In mystery. He has turned to piracy as the only

means of winning power and his name Is known and feared through-

out the length and breath of the Caribbean.

The story of The Golden Hawk revolves around Kit's lifelong

search for revenge on Don Luis del Toro, the Spanish grandee

who had killed his mother. It is a search that takes the

reader through the buccaneer harbors of Sainte Domlngue, Porto

Bello and Cul-de-Sac to the fortress of Cartagena in Spanish

South America. Just before the Spanish grandee's death. Kit

discovers that he is Don Luis' son.

All of Yerby* s novels are filled with incidents, characters

and plot. Although Yerby has the gift of using colorful descrip-

tion, his writing strains too much for effect. This is particular-

ly noticeable in his last novel.
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Cheater B. Hitnes

A young Negro from Cleveland is Cheater B. Hlmes, author

of If He Holler

a

Let Him So (1945), hla first novel and one of

the toughest of the hardboilod books. Like 0. Henry, Iiimes

(1907 - ) began to publish short stories while serving a prison

term. While in the Ohio State Penitentiary, he wrote for

various magazines including Ksquire , for which ho contributed

a story on the penitentiary fire of 1930. Lltvle information

is available concerning him other than that he attended Ohio

State University, worked in a war plant, and now lives in

New York.

Writing with bitterness, Hiraes unfolds in his novel the

story of racial tensions In a West Coast shipyard during the

war and their effect upon Bob Jones, a young Negro from the

Middle West. The book was condemned by Negro critics as

misrepreaenting the race. Yet thia writer believes it has a

••age in helping to make liberal Americans more conscious of

the Negro' a plight.

The main character in If He Hollers Let Him Go is Bob

Jone8, a young Negro who has attended Ohio State University far

two years end then has come out to Los Angele8 to work in the

Atlaa Shipyard. With hla war-time wages, he buys a new Bulck

car, good clothes and good times at the best places. He

works himself up to the position of leaderman in the shipyard,

a job of authority yet lacking the authority to back it up.

Hla contaots with hla fellow workers bring only bitterness
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end frustration.

Madge, a white quasi-proati.tute, declines with insulting

language to do a welding Job which Bob has requested. However,

she is willing to have hln visit her secretly. VJhen he

refuses to be intimate with her beoause she is white, she haa

him beaten and arrested by charging rape. Bob escapea the law,

but is brought back after a wild chase. However, all charges

are later dismissed on condition that he join the Army.

Another character is Alice, sweetheart of Bob and a super-

visor in the Los Angeles welfare department. She is the daughter

of wealthy, upper-class Kegro parents.

The novel touches on highly controversial issues. However,

there is much truth in this story of a young intelligent Kegro

driven so far into frustration that he has lost the way out

and can only strike back blindly. The bitterness which he

feels over the accident of his birth is illustrated in this

excerpt

:

.....I could hear the sound of the baby and I

thought if they really wanted to give him a break
they'd out his throat and bury him in the back yard
before he got old enough to know he was a nigger •*•

At last reports, Hlmes was writing another novel entitled

Lonely Crusade , to be published by Alfred Knopf of New York.

Ann Petry

Kith a "first" novel ebout a Harlem mother trapped in a

Chester B. Himes, If He_ Hollers Let Him Go, p. 5.
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life of violence and frustration, Ann Petry, Negro newspaper-

woman, won the 1945 Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship. In

her book, she tells the story of the tragic efforts of a Negro

mother to provide a decent home in Harlem for her only child,

p. nine-year-old "key" boy. The street whereon they live is the

antagonist symbolizing all the evil Inherent in bad housing,

bad sanitation, violence and bestiality of segregated slum

living. In one sense, the work is a New York version of native

Son , although milder.

Though her novel 1p distinguished for its graphic treatment

of Harlem life, Ann Petry Is not a native Hew Yorker. She waa

born in 1911 In Old Saybrook, Connecticut, of a New England

family that had specialized in some branch of pharmacy for

three generations. True to the family tradition, she studied

pharmacy and received her degree ss doctor of pharmacy from the

University of Connecticut In 1934. Then she worked as a

registered pharmacist In the drug stores owned by her family.

After her marriage in 1938, she went to liew York to live

and found Jobs that gave her an opportunity to write ~ Jobs

that ranged from selling advertising space ar.d writing adver-

tising copy for a Harlem weekly to editing the women's pages

and covering general news stories for a rival paper.

After six years In Harlem, Mrs. Petry felt that she had a

great deal to write about the black ghetto ~ about Its ancient

evil housing, its tragic broken families and ItB high death

rate. Said Mrs. Petry:
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I wrote The Street in tn effort to show why the
Negro has a high crime rate, a high death rate and
little or no chance of keeping his family unit intact
in large Korthern cities. There are no statistics in
The Street though they are present in the background,
not as columns of figures, but in terms of what life
is like for people who live in over-crowded tenements.
I tried to write a story that moves swiftly so that
it would hold the attention of people who might
ordinarily shy away from a so-called "problem novel. "^

The Street was well received by reviewers. Arna Bontemps

writing in the New York Herald-Tribune's book review section

described Krs . Petry as fresh new talent who deserved thought-

ful attention.c In May of 1946, she was among those honored

by the Women's City Club for "exceptional contributions to the

life of New York City."

The protagonist in The Street is Lutie Johnson, who has

a nine-year-old son, Bub. She rents an apartment on 116th

Street and there begins a fight for existence made more

difficult because she was pretty and colored. Trouble came

when she "hired out" to work in the *.ite folks' kitchen:

Here she was highly respectable, married,
mother of a small boy, and, in spite of all that,
knowing all that, these people took one look at her
and immediately got that nov/-I-wonder look. Apparent-
ly, it wcs an automatic reaction of white people ~ if
a girl was colored and fairly young, why, it stood to
reason that she had to be a prostitute. If not that ~
at least sleeping with her would be just a simple
matter, for all one had to do was make the request. In
fact, white men wouldn't even have to do the asking
because the girl would ask them on sight .3

Current Biography , 1946, p. 476 f.
2
Arna Bontemps, Book Review Section, New York Herald-Tribune,

II, April 14, 1946, p. 5.
S
Ann Petry, The Street, p. 45.



There are other characters: Mrs. Eedges, the black

madam of the bawdy house, whose early partnership with the

white trash-picker, Junto, brought them both riches; Boots,

the fastidious Negro band leader with hla fancy car, who Is

dependent on Junto's bounty} and Mln, the aged Negro charwoman,

who lives with the apartment house superintendent*

The superintendent contrives to get Lutle's son, Bub

arrested on the charge of stealing from mall boxes. Lutie, In

a frenzy to get money for his bond, roes to Boots* apartment.

There, In an unexpected firht, she kills Boots with an iron

candlestick holder and flees to Chicago.

Lutie blames the white world for her misfortunes although

"she had never been able to flpure out why people with white

skins hated people who had dark skins. It must be hate that

made them wrap all Negroes up in a neat package labeled

•colored* but she really didn't know what It was."^

MPs. Petry continues to write while serving as executive

secretary of Negro viaa/en, Incorporated, a civlc-mlnded organiza-

tion which keeps a watchful eye on local and national legisla-

tion. According to last reports, Houghton Mifflin was publish-

ing another Petry novel entitled Country Place , a story of New

England town life using white characters.
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Wlllard Motley

A "first" novelist is Willard Motley who write the popular

Knock on Any Poor , published in 1947. The book, which uses the

Native Son theme that young criminals are molded from their

sordid background, has been made into a movie starring Humphrey

Sopart. The book uses white characters and is non-racial in

viowpoint. Motley, a young Negro who was raised in a lower

middle class white neighborhood in Chicago, said he did not

write about Negroes for the reason that he knows whites Just as

well and because he feels that the Negro writer must not lose

sight of other problems — the basic problems that concern all

human beings.1 The novel is simply an attempt to show how

criminals, white or black, are made.

The amazing Mr. Motley has been, among other things, a

migratory worker, ranch hand, short-order cook, dishwasher,

Christmas card salesman, coal hiker, football coach, baker's

helper, waiter, Janitor, chauffeur, handy man, window washer,

plasterer's helper, stock clork, order clerk, snipping clerk,

animal caretaker, laboratory technician, "artist" (painting

decorative brandy bottles) , photographer, radio script writer,

housing authority interviewer, writer for the Office of Civilian

Defense and recipient of the Book of the Month award.*

Book review. Mew York Time

a

, July 13, 1947, p. 8.

Saturday Review of Literature , 31:3, February 14, 1948.
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Thia Is not a complete list of the author's pursuits, but

it does help to explain his Intimate knowledge of Juke Joints,

pool rooms, flophouses, slum hanky tonks and all the wanderers,

workers and poor folk he weaves into his novel. Back of the

story stands Motley's lifetime of observing and knowing the

people and places he has written about.

Knock on Any Door in the story of what can happen to any

boy on the Skid Kow of any city. "Knock on any door down this

street, in this alley."1 It is the life story of Nick Romano,

a boy born in Chicago's slum district.

Nick was an altar boy in the Catholic Church until he waa

twelve, a sensitive child who had great dreams. Then, he fell

into bad company in the poolrooms of '"est Madison Street and

was sent away to refom school, vhen he was finished with tha

beatings and cursings of the refors school, he was a hardened

criminal. Me vov-ed then that he would never go straight.

A good looking boy like Kick had a dozen ways of making

money without working! " Jaokrolling," playing tha "phoneys,"

or Just plain panhandling. He almost went straight onca whan

ho married pretty romantic Emma Rchultr., who had endured

misfortune all her life. Enrea married him for love and then

committed suicide when she found supreme dlailluslonment.

After Emma's death, Nick went back to the street. Be did

the dirty work for one of the city's top gangaters. But he

TGlllard Motley, Knock on Any Door, p. 1.
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i*t sbtlsfied. "Some restlessness In him send him around the

treet jackrolling and fighting tmd getting into drunken brawl*.

He jackrolled not because he needed the money, but recklessly,

as if he wanted to get caught. And he threw the money away as

fait as he got it."1

Mick finally kills his old enemy, Riley, the swaggering

cop with three notches (for three dead men) in his gun belt.

For this, Mick dies in the electric chair when he is only twenty-

one. And so hie life is ended, the life of any American boy

who stumbles in the gutter.

Knock on Any Door catches the picture of a great American

city and shows Motley's genius as a creative writer. The des-

cription of Nick's last hour3 before he goes to the electric

chair is one of the most moving, to bo found, in all fiction.

The author has been writing, another novel to be called

Of i.'lyht , Perchar.ce of Death , a story of how the war catches up

with five young men of varied backgrounds . l!e is also planning

s third novel, Ke Fished All Night , which will deal with the slow

destruction of three men back from the war. J'otley has been

compared by some critics to James T. I'arrsll uxd Theodore

Dreiser in his writing.2

Ibid , p. 320.

2
Book Review, i;ew York Tines , July 15, 1947, p. 8.
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Dorothy vest

A story of Negro society In Boston is The Living Is Easy ,

written by a new Negro novelist, Dorothy V'est, and published

late in 1948 by Houghton Mifflin. This chronicle of first-,

second-, and third-generation dark Bostonians is somewhat

reminiscent of the Renascence novels of Jessie Fauset.

Miss West, who has been writing for newspapers and magazines

in recent years, lives on Martha's Vineyard. She attended

Boston's Latin School and Boston University and then departed,

career-bent, to New York. There she attended Columbia's School

of Journalism, spent 18 months with the Federal Writers'

Project and edited a little magazine called Challenge . Later,

she traveled to Russia with a group of actors and worked in a

motion picture about American Negro life.

The Living Is Easy is unique in picturing the manners of

a class of Negroes which is ordinarily overlooked by whites —
that of the "first families." In the earlier part of the

century, Negro society in Boston was dominated by a half dozen

families as self-consciously aristocratic as the Cnbots, the

Lodges and the Lowells.

Beautiful Cleo Judson, recently arrived from a South

Carolina sharecropper's cabin, did not belong to this exclusive

circle. But partly because she saw high fashion as a realistic

toe-hold on opportunity, she was determined to get in and to

carry her reluctant family with her. Thus she brings sorrow

and misfortune to a circle of lives t her three sisters; her



daughter, Judy; her husband, Bart, the Black Banana King; the

glamorous "Duchess," who wanted only to be accepted by her race;

and Simeon, the harvard idealist, who dreamed of editing a

militant Negro paper in Boston.

The effects of the intermingling of blue blood and black

is illustrated by an incident which occurs when Cleo goes to

see the "Duchess," blonde owner of a gambling house.

she flung herself into that bitter, unending,
secret war between white and colored women... ••

"There's no more damage you can do. Get out of
my race and stay out."

The Duchess said, out of her suffering, "It is my
race, too."

Cleo's mouth fell open. She said in a aoft,
incredulous voice, "God have mercy, you're not all
white?"

"My mother was colored."
Cleo sank back on her chair and wished for her

fan.
"It wasn't your skin and hair that fooled me. T/e

cone every color under the sun. But the way you carry
yourself, I thought you V7ere born on Beacon Hill."

The Duchess said without expression, "My father
was."*

In another family, the Blnneys, there are two children:

Thea, who is quite fair, and Simeon, her brother, who is dark.

Once when Thea and her brother were out walking together, Simeon

was attacked and mauled by some Harvard students who thought he

was "dating" a white glrll

Other than this and a few minor incidents, The Living Is

Easy , is non-racial in its viewpoint. The novel is mainly

concerned in telling the story of a selfish woman, who is

left with nothing but a forlorn hope at the end. This

could have been white as well as Negro.

^Dorothy West, The Living Is Easy , p. 103 f

.



Willard Savoy

The first novel In some 16 years to use the "passing"

theme was released In April of 1949 by E. P. Dutton Company of

New York. This novel Is Allen Lend , written by Willard Savoy,

former Negro public relations officer In the airfoice. Announce-

ment of the book's publication was made some five months earlier

and the public has been awaiting its release.

Alien Land Is the story of Kern Roberto, son of a white

mother and a Negro father. Kern is fair enough to pass. Living

in New England at first, the family has no problems, but after

his return from World War I, the father moves his household to

Washington. There, he becomes a member of the Freedom League

and ell els<?, including Ms family, becomes secondary.

In the course cf the action, Kern not only sees his mother

murdered and has a fierce fight with the maid's boy friend, but

goes South where he is Involved in the violent deaths of three

others. Coincidence Is used heavily in the plot: the newa of

Pearl Harbor saves Kern from having to reveal his identity to

Marianne, the girl he loves; the situation between him and

Uarlanne which parallels his parents' experience; and his white

classmate remembering In the last hour before graduation where

he has seen Kern before.

Kern is represented as carrying a guilt complex because of

his "passing" and also from his not becoming a race leader.

Whether or not the book will be successful remains to be

1. As it stands, it Is a good chronicle of the life of
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upper and middle claaa Negroes and of the conflicts In the

minds of llght-sklnned Negroes.

Minor Novels of the Period

A number of minor Negro wrltera have written some novela

since the early thirties. All of these, with the exception of

George Lee, were one-book wrltera since they apparently

produced no further work. Many of these novels are short, some

less than 200 pages long. At loast one writer, Katheryn

Campbell Graham, makes profitable use of the folklore of the

South. Some of the books, like those of Deaderlck Jenkins,

are slanted primarily for the Negro reading public.

Probably the moat outstanding book In this group la by

Chancellor Williams, The Raven , In which he writes a fictionalized

biography of Edgar Allen Poe. This type of fiction la definite-

ly a new departure for the Negro writer.

Some of theae authors, notably Mlllams and Curtis Lucas,

show much promise. Whether they produce any more booka la

questionable since, with the exception of the top-ranking writers

mentioned earlier, Negro authora of the period have not con-

clusively demonstrated the capacity for sustained literary

work.

Following are the lesser-known novels written by Negroes

since the early thirties.

River George (1937) by George Lee of Memphis, Tennessee,

tells of the life of Negro sharecroppers and shows how the blaok

workers are fleeced. The story then movea on to Beale Street In



Memphis where the young Negro, George, haB fled to escape being

lynched for killing a white men. Smith. George joins the army,

serves overseas and finally ends up as a roustabout on the

Mississippi River. In the end, he is lynched by a mob for the

murder of Smith. The chief significance of the work la its

exposure) of the abuses of the shnrecropplng system.

In 1954, Lee wrote a non-fiction work entitled Beale Street,

rhere the Blues Began.

Aunt Sara ' s Wooden God (1838) by Meroedes Gilbert Is a

study of the color line and miscegenation with the setting in

Georgia. A Negro woman la tho mother of two sons ~ one by her

white lover and the other by her colored husband. The near-

white son is her "wooden god" and her doting on him causes

trouble for the family. This is a "first" novel and the

author has produced nothing further.

Under the Cottonwood (1941) by Katheryn Campbell Graham

is a novel using the folklore of the south. The narrative

takes the reader through four generations of the Stearns family.

This family is used as a thread to string together a series of

folk tales. Although the author has a wealth of material to

work from, she does not handle it too well in the novel form.

Black America Abroad (1941) by Alice E. HcGee is a

narrative oentering around Mary Ann Tillman, a Midwestern Negro

girl. She had a great desire to travel in Germany and study

with the German people because of their scientific achievements.

History, geography and romance are interwoven in this story

of Mary Ann's adventures in Nasi Germany just before Munich.



Picketing Hell (1942) by Adam layton Powell Sr., pastor-

emeritus of the Abyssinian Baptist Church In Harlem la celled

a "fictitious narrative," and exposes many abuses of the church.

The author wrote a non-flotlonal work In 1945 called Riots and

Rulna In which he analyzes the causes of the race riots which

swept the country in 1945. He offers some constructive

suggestions toward eliminating hoodlums, giving his experience

from fifty yuars in the ministry as a background.

It was hot tiy world ( 1942 ) and Letters to My Son ( 1947)

are books written by Deaderick F. Jenkins, who has his own

publishing company in Los Angeles. The books can hardly be

called novels, but a series of violent sketches attacking

discrimination. In the first place, the author says he detests

novels and he also hates a great many other things, Judging

from his work. However, he does bring some light on dis-

crimination as practiced in the CCC camps, In the Navy, in Civil

Service and in employment in Lob Angeles.

From Jerusalem to Jericho (1943) by the Hev. Kdward Oholson

la a religious allegory retelling somewhat after the manner of The

Pilgrim's Progrese the story of the pood Samaritan. Hardly in

the "novel" class, the book contains only 122 pages.

The White Face (1943) by Charles Ruthaven Offord, a first

novel, tells the story of two Negro sharecroppers, man and wife,

who leave Georgia to seek freedom In Harlem. There they meet

hardships and disappointments ending in a tragic encounter

with pro-Nazi agents. This book is also typical of the hard-
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boiled school of writing.

Flour Is Duaty (1943) by Curtis Lucas tolls the story

of Jim Harrell who ran away from his Georgia homo uhen he waa

12. Finally, he arrives in Atlantio City, There, he has almost

saved enough money to go into business for himself when he ia

accused of the murder of Krs. Banning, a wealthy Hegro hotel

owner. He is eventually cleared of the murder and reunited

with Mrs. Banning' s pretty niece. Crystal. The book gives some

interesting sidelights en the work of the Tolerance League in

Atlantio City.

The Raven (1944) by Chancellor William* is the most out-

standing of this group of minor novels. The book ia a fiction-

alised story of the life of Kdgar Allen Foe and is an argument

for a better understanding of Poe's peculiarities. Probably,

the book credits Poe with much more social consciousness than

he actually had. It also tells of the plantation system and the

bitterness which the "free" whites have built up against the

black slaves

i

.....from this situation, there developed In the
hearts of the masses of poor whites a deep-rooted
hatred for Negroes which was passed on down through
generations. They looked upon the slaves as the chief
cause of their suffering and the exact reason why they
could not find enough work to make a living. And they
whispered "nigger" into the ears of their children with
the hot breath of hate that waa to hum down through the
years.l

The Polloy King (1945) by Lewis A. H. Caldwell, la a

fictitious narrative of Jerry Marshall, polloy king from hia

^Chancellor V'illiams, The Haven, p. 31.
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early youth except when he was sent to a federal prison for

operating the policy game. This method of gambling was supposed

to have been brought into the United StateB shortly after the

Civil Ear.

The Robbed Heart (1945) by Clifton Cuthbert Is t'-o story

of a restless young man of Manhattan whose quest for happiness

led him across the color line.

High Ground (1945) by Odella Phelps Wood deals with the

problem of the Negro In America revolving mainly around two

characters, Jim Clayton and his wife. Tho story bogins with

World War I and ends with present day conditions.

CONCLUSION

In looking back over the novels by Negro writers, we see a

literary trend that promised well for the future. The popularity

of some of the reoent books by Negro authors is an indication

that Negro talent will no longer be shunted toward certain

grooves and bogged down by current prejudices. Also, the Negro

author is no longer to be regarded as an oddity.

Negro writers are still none too numerous in comparison

with the white writers, host of them are handicapped by having

to make their living from other jobs beside writing. Publishers

are hesitant about accepting books from Negro authors. Hany

readers are hypersensitive about reading novels by Negroes.

The source material which the Negro may use in writing has been

limited by his own segregated existence.



Still the Negro novel hat definitely passed its apprentice

stag*. Mow, the Negro writers are branching out and using white

as well as Negro characters. However, the complaint is made

that Uegroes have been forced to do this because of the demands

of the publishers and the reading public. The novels vbioh sell

wall (Prank Yerby'a, for instance) are either those which use

white oharuotors or touch very lightly on the hard facts of

Hegro life. It seems deplorable that the Negro uust conform to

the Nordic standard in literature as well as in other ways of

life. After all, the Negro has his own colorful background, his

own rich traditions, his own hopes, dreams, fears and prejudices

why should ho not be permitted to use this wealth of material In

his writing? But if he does, he has difficulty in getting his

novels published by the better publishing firms. Or, if they

are published, they do not sell well.

Beoause of the basic human problems v.ith tihich they have

been dealing, these Negro authors have a vividness of style

which is often lacking In the work of white writors. tor these

novels reflect the life and times of the Negro race more

accurately than all of the books ever written by white writers.

The writer believes that no one can get a true picture of the

Negro people by reading books written by white authors about

Negroes.

As Negro novelists get away from stereotypes used to plead

a racial cause, their popularity and reading public are bound

to grow. There is still much to be written. As one authority
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has pointed out:

Great areas of Negro life remain unexplored, many
of them even untouched. The Negro working class, the
various strata of the Negro middle class; urban life
in the South and North (outside Harlem) src some of
these areas, liven the field covered ~ the rural
South and Farlem — still call for interpreters. There
are many Harlems, for instanoe, a long way from Carl Van
Vechton's Kiff'er Iioaven that could furnish background*
for good novels . There is little fiction dealing with
college life, with the Negro professional class, with
the Negro church, business, white-collar employment,
or with Negroes in entertainment and athletics.....
The story of the iieg.-o in America has been handled
largely by outsiders. This in Itself should constitute
a challenge to liegro authors.^-

This writer believes that the ultimate end of Negro litera-

ture in this oountry will be complete fusion with American

literature. A separate race literature is possible only with

complete segregation of the raoes. The Negro has so long been

a part of American life that his cultural life also is entangled

with that of rhite America. ThUB, when a Negro writes a good

book, the fact cf his race should not obscure his contribution

to art, but only enrich it with his own experience.
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